Derivation and interpretation in P!"ini’s system
1 Speakers and listeners
P!"in#yas recognize the interaction between a speaker (prayoktr! )
and a listener ("rotr! ) in communication. In the vr$ rti on his
V!kyapad#ya, Bhartr$ hari describes such an interaction. In his
commentary on VP 2.19, he puts it as follows. Speech units
("abd#$) inextricably bound with the capacity to convey meanings
(sa%sr! &'a"aktaya$) occur in the internal organ called buddhi of
speakers (prayoktr! ( )#m) who are possessed of speech (sam#vi&'av#c#m). They occur there first in a state such that there is no
sequence of sounds (kramasa%h#re)a). Through a speaker’s effort
(prayatnena) in setting the flow of air (pr#)e) and articulators
(kara)e&u) in motion, however, these speech units reach a state of
occurring in sequence (kramavr! ttit#m). Once they have gone
through (anubh*ya) this state — that is, have been articulated as
sounds — they reach a state where they enter into hearers also
(pratipattr! &v api) with their sequence done away with (kramapratyastamayenaiva).1 Commenting on VP 1.44, Bhartr$ hari cites a
verse2 saying that an unitary (avibbhakta$ ‘undivided’) speech unit
which signifies a meaning (arthasya v#caka$) arises from divided
entities (vibhaktebhya$), that is, from perceived sounds. Preceding
this, Bhartr$ hari presents two viewpoints, that of a speaker and that
of a listener. Due to the activity (vy#p#r#t) of speech organs, a
speech unit acquires modification (pratilabdhavikriyavi"e&a$) —
that is, is manifested as articulated sounds — and becomes an
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–Ä–‡{À#æÃa $º–Ä“Ÿ¿‰® –ºŸ⁄!{!ŸòŸÄ ¥˘æË#·®ŸÄ À"ÆŸ #‹ØÛÈ ¥˘æ´$‰$ ¥˘Ÿ®‰ é¿®‰Œ‹ ò $º!‡⁄%™Ÿº$‹%›æ ¥˘⁄™¥%‡œ!⁄¥ $º¥˘´æ—™ºæ‰$Ê! –ºŸ!‰ÀÄ ¥˘⁄™¥Y&™‰ | (VPVr$ . 2.19 [201.10-12).
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ä!Ä “¯Ÿ“ Ç⁄!%#Ë ⁄!%#ÂªæË úŸæ™‰É¨@—æ !ŸòéÅ | À"Æ—™&Ÿ¨@¬¥Ÿ´ºŸ –'%‰Æº‹¥íôö⁄™ || (VPVr$ .
1.44 [102.5-7). The second half of the verse says with regard to the
speech unit that arises from the divided sounds that here a speech unit is
identical with a meaning, in that it now achieves a non-differentiation
between speech unit and meaning in the buddhi of the hearer.
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object of the auditory sense ("rotr#nup#t+); it thus is employed
(prayujyate) for meanings (arthe&u) which are to be signified, in
the guise of what brings meaning to light (prak#"akabh#vena),
always subordinate to what is to be signified (praty#yyaparatantra$). The speech unit which is devoid of sequence
(labdh#nusa%h#ra$) is thus the cause (nimittam) of a unit that has
acquired sequence (upajanitakrama$), and the latter functions as a
signifier (praty#yaka$). The speech unit, moreover, is said to have
the property of making a meaning understood (praty#yakatvam) in
that it enters into cognitions (pratipatti&u pr#ptasam#ve"asya) in a
form that has lost any sequence (kramar*papratyastamayena).
From the point of view of the listener, then, what has sequence
(kramav#n) is the cause of that which has no sequence
(akramanimittam).3
The process from a speaker’s stand is
reiterated later in the V!kyapd#ya proper,4 where Bhartr$ hari draws
a parallel with the light (jyoti$) inherent in a stick one rubs to make
fire (ara)istha$): as this is a cause of another, outward, light
(prak#"#ntarak#ra)am), similarly is a speech unit ("abda$) in the
buddhi (buddhistha$) separately a cause of sounds ("rut+n#m).
3

…æŸ¥Ÿ¿Ÿ%‹ ¥˘⁄™ƒ"(⁄!⁄$æ⁄!À‰ŒÅ Ã˘Ë&Ÿ$‹¥Ÿ™) ¥˘éŸÀé%Ÿ!‰$ ⁄$´æÄ ¥˘´æŸøæ¥¿™&&ËÉ¨‰@Œ‹ ¥˘æ‹ùæ™‰ |
ƒ"(Ÿ$‹–Ä“Ÿ¿Ë ⁄!⁄º%ºÎ Ü¥ú⁄$™$º—™‹ ¥˘´æŸæé Ñ´æ‰éÂ | ™—æŸ⁄¥ $º¬¥¥˘´æ—™ºæ‰$Ê! ¥˘⁄™¥⁄%Œ‹ ¥˘ŸP–ºŸ!‰À—æ ¥˘™æŸæé´!ºŸò’™‰ | Ç¥¿ ÇŸ“ $º!Ÿ$Ÿ$º⁄$⁄º%ºÎ | (VPVr$ . 1.44 [102.1-4]).
Although eke ‘some’ and apara$ ‘another’ are used, different viewpoints
(pak&a) are represented from the perspective of a speaker and listener.
This is brought out by %r#vr$ &abha (VPP 102.21-22): $º%›™Ÿ$ŸÄ ò !®Ÿ@$ŸÄ
#‹⁄ØÛ—Ë ⁄$⁄º%ºÎ $ ò ™‰ !ŸòéŸ Ñ⁄™ ¥’Ÿ&™¿ºŸ“ | Ã˘&¥‰’æÊ™Æ‰! ⁄!¥¿)™ºÎ | Bhartr$ hari portrays
the procedures again in his commentary on the Mah!bh!&ya (D#pik!
3.13-14); I do not enter here into this passage. Nor does my exposition
require considering here Bhartr$ hari’s conception of word and meaning as
mutually cause and effect, depending on the perspective in question, that
of a listener or a speaker, as well as Buddhist discussions of the same
topic.
4
Ç¿⁄®—¨Ä æ¨Ÿ ùæË⁄™Å ¥˘éŸÀŸ&™¿éŸ¿®ºÎ | ™Ø¸ôö"ÆËÉ⁄¥ #‹⁄ØÛ—¨Å Ã˘‹™)$ŸÄ éŸ¿®Ä ¥‡¨éÍ || (VP
1.47/46).
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A speaker’s perspective is portrayed in the P!"in#ya'ik&!,5
where it is said that the !tman first apprehends meanings (arth#n)
through the buddhi and, having done so (sametya), it associates the
manas with the desire to speak (vivak&ay#); the manas then strikes
the bodily fire, and this sets the breath (m#rutam) in motion
(prerayati). This is also the perspective taken in pr!ti'!khyas,
which deal with speech production but not speech perception. For
example, the R$ gvedapr!ti'!khya6 says the upward moving breath
(v#yu$) called pr#)a reaches a state (#padyate) of being 'v!sa
("vasat#m) or n!da (n#dat#% v#), depending on whether the glottal
aperture (ka)'hasya khe) is open (vivr! te) or close (sa%vr! te), when
there is an effort on the part of a speaker (vaktr+h#y#m).
2 Derivation and a speaker’s perspective
2.1 K!ty!yana on speech being prompted by meaning
In consonance with viewing language from a speaker’s
perspective, K!ty!yana states in his very first v!rttika7 that the
grammar ("#stre)a) serves as a means to establish a restriction for
the sake of merit (dharmaniyama$) — that is, establishing that
only the use of correct speech forms leads to merit — given that
correct speech forms, their meanings, and the relation
("abd#rthasambandhe) between the two are established (siddhe)
and also that the use of such speech forms ("abdaprayoge) is
prompted by meaning (arthaprayukte), as is known from the world
of communication (lokata$). That is, as N!ge'a points out,8 a
ÇŸ´ºŸ #‹ØÛÒŸ –º‰´æŸ¨Ÿ@&º$Ë æ‹ñÍ#Â ⁄!!’æŸ | º$Å éŸæŸ⁄ì$ºŸ“⁄&™ – ¥˘‰¿æ⁄™ ºŸ¡™ºÎ || (P% 3).
!Ÿæ‹Å ¥˘Ÿ®Å éË}Òº$‹¥˘ÆŸ$Ä é©§—æ ê‰ ⁄!!‡™‰ –Ä!‡™‰ !Ÿ | ÇŸ¥Y™‰ Õ!Ÿ–™ŸÄ $ŸÆ™ŸÄ !Ÿ !è&)“ŸæŸºÎ ||
(R$ Pr. 13.1).
7
⁄–ØÛ‰ À#ØŸ¨@–'#&(‰ ƒËé™ËÉ¨@¥˘æ‹#Â À"Æ¥˘æËí‰ ÀŸ—&‰® (º@⁄$æºË æ¨Ÿ ƒÈ⁄éé!Ê⁄ÆéÂŒ‹ ||
Patañjali divided the v!rttika into sections for discussion.
8
%Ÿœæ‰ Ç¨@¥˘æ‹# Ñ⁄™ | Ç¨@*Ÿ$¥˘æËú$‰$ é‚™ Ñ´æ¨@Å | ¥¿—æ ⁄!⁄À{Ÿ¨@#Ë(Ë %!⁄´!⁄™ À#ÆÅ ¥˘æ‹ùæ™‰
¥˘æËí‰®Ÿ⁄!%@›™À"Æ*Ÿ$‰$Ÿ¨@*Ÿ$Ÿ⁄Æ⁄™ %Ÿ!Å | (Ud. I.33).
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speaker’s use of a speech form has as its purpose that another
person understand a particular meaning the speaker wishes to
convey, so that the usage is due to this purpose.
2.2 Patañjali on speech being caused by meaning
On several occasions, Patañjali presents arguments which contrast
two stands concerning meanings and speech units.
2.2.1. For example, the Mah!bh!&ya on A 2.1.1 (–º¨@Å ¥Æ⁄!⁄(Å) takes
up the particular features (vi"e&#$) due to meaning unification
(ek#rth+bh#vk,t#$)9 in forming derived units such as compounds.
One of these concerns number distinctions. In strings such as
(1a) r#jña$ puru&a$ ‘a servant of a king’
(1b) r#jño$ puru&a$ ‘a servant of two kings’
(1c) r#jñ#% puru&a$ ‘a servant of several kings’
there is a formal distinction of numbers: singular r#jña$, dual
r#jño$, and plural r#jñ#m. The compound
(2) r#japuru&a$
on the other hand, shows no such distinction: the constituent r#jancan correspond to any of the forms noted.
The argument
concerning these proceeds as follows:
I. In a string (v#kye), there is a number distinction (sa-khy#vi"e&a$), as in (1a), (1b), (1c).10
II. There is a reason why this is so. What is the reason?
Because the unit signifying the difference is not present. Just you
utter such a unit and that distinction will be understood.11
Ñº‰ ™“¯‰@éŸ¨)@%Ÿ!é‚™Ÿ ⁄!À‰ŒŸÅ –óÌÒŸ⁄!À‰ŒË …æŸ#Ÿ⁄%(Ÿ$º‹¥–ú@⁄!À‰Œ®Ä òæËíÅ Ñ⁄™ | (Bh.
I.362.13-14).
10
–óÌÒŸ⁄!À‰ŒË %!⁄™ !Ÿèæ‰ ¿Ÿ*Å ¥‹¡ŒÅ ¿Ÿ*ËÅ ¥‹¡ŒÅ ¿Ÿ*ŸÄ ¥‹¡Œ Ñ⁄™ | –ºŸ–‰ $ %!⁄™ ¿Ÿú¥‹¡Œ Ñ⁄™ |
(Bh. I.362.14-15).
11
Ç⁄—™ éŸ¿®Ä æ‰$Ê™Æ‰!Ä %!⁄™ | ⁄é~ éŸ¿®ºÎ | æËÉ–È ⁄!À‰Œ!Ÿò) À"Æ—™Æ–Ÿ~⁄$±æŸ™Î | ÇóÓ ⁄“
%!Ÿ~—™º‹cŸ¿æ™‹ í~—æ™‰ – ⁄!À‰ŒÅ | (Bh. I.362.15-17) The respective endings !as, os,
and #m of r#jña$, r#jño$, and r#jñ#m belong to the subsets of nominal
9
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III. Response:12 This should not be thus. It should not be
(bhavitavyam) that a meaning (arthena) is caused by a speech unit
("abdakr! tena ‘made by a speech unit’). It should be that a speech
unit is caused by a meaning. One should thus view this in the
following manner: it is due to a meaning aspect that in the present
instance — (2) as opposed to (1a)-(1c) — the distinction is not
understood. Moreover, one must necessarily recognize this to be
so. For, if one considers that the distinction is not understood here
because the speech unit signifying the distinction is not present,
then conversely one would have to accept that the distinction
should be understood in the following examples:
(3a) apsucara$ (‘fish’) (3b) go&ucara$ (‘rooster’)
(3c) var&#suja (the insect called indragopa)13
The arguments presented reflect contrasting positions with
respect to what P!"ini provides for. P!"ini accounts derivationally
for the contrast and relation between (1a)-(1c) on the one hand and
(2) on the other hand by providing that a pada which terminates in
a sixth-triplet ending optionally combines with a semantically and
syntactically related pada to form a unit to which the class name
sam#sa (‘compound’) is assigned:14
(1a') ((r#jan-!as)puru&a-su))sam!sa
endings called ekavacana, dvivacana, and bahuvacana; these occur when
one, two, or several entities are signified: #“‹Œ‹ #“‹!ò$ºÎ | Ø¸Ò‰éæË⁄Ø¸!ò$Êé!ò$‰ (A
1.4.21-22, see PWT 157 [241]).
12
$$‹ ò $Ê™‰$Ê!Ä %⁄!™…æºÎ | $ ⁄“ À"Æé‚™‰$ $ŸºŸ¨‰@$ %⁄!™…æºÎ | Ç¨@é‚™‰$ $Ÿº À"Æ‰$ %⁄!™…æºÎ |
™Æ‰™Æ‰!Ä B‡Õæ™ŸºÎ Ç¨@¬¥º‰!Ê™Æ‰!°úŸ™)æé~ æ‰$Ÿ& ⁄!À‰ŒË $ í'æ™ Ñ⁄™ | Ç!ÕæÄ òÊ™Æ‰!Ä ⁄!*‰æºÎ | æË ⁄“
º&æ™‰ æËÉ–È ⁄!À‰Œ!Ÿò) À"Æ—™Æ–Ÿ⁄$Ù±æŸÆ& ⁄!À‰ŒË $ í'æ™ Ñ⁄™ Ñ“ ™—æ ⁄!À‰ŒË í'æ‰™ Çµ–‹ò¿Å
íËŒ‹ò¿Å !ŒŸ@–‹ú Ñ⁄™ | (Bh. I.316.17-21).
13
I have glossed in accordance with commentators, e.g., Pr. II.510:
íËŒ‹ò¿Å é‹èé‹¢ Üôæ™‰ ... !ŒŸ@–‹ú Ñ⁄™ Ñ&Æ˙íË¥Å | RaPr. V.22: Çµ–‹ò¿ Ñ⁄™ | º´—æŸÆÈ ¬ßËÉæºÎ |
íËŒ‹ò¿ Ñ⁄™ | é‹èé‹¢‰ ¬ßÉæºÎ | !ŒŸ@–‹ú Ñ⁄™ | Ñ&Æ˙íË¥‰ ¬ßËÉæºÎ |
14
Œ}) | –º¨@Å ¥Æ⁄!⁄(Å | ¥˘Ÿèé•Ÿ¿Ÿ´–ºŸ–Å | (A 2.2.8, 2.1.1, 2.1.3); see PWT
140-141 (221), 205-206 (301).
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(1b') ((r#jan-os)puru&a-su))sam!sa
(1c') ((r#jan-#m)puru&a-su))sam!sa
A compound is a derived nominal base (pr#tipadika), an ending
contained in which is generally deleted:15 ((r#jan-!as)puru&a-su))
( (r#jan-puru&a-), (r#jan-os)puru&a-su) ( (r#jan-puru&a-),
((r#jan-#m)puru&a-su)) ( (r#jan-puru&a-). Although r#jan- in
such constructs lacks a nominal ending, however, by convention,
an operation which is conditioned by the presence of an affix still
takes effect even if the affix is deleted.16 Accordingly, r#jan-Ø
resulting from the deletion of !as, os, or #m still bears the class
name pada, which depends on a nominal base having a nominal
ending after it; thereby, the -n of r#jan- is dropped by virtue of
being treated as a pada-final segment.17 There are also compounds
where endings of first constituents are not absent; (3a, b, c) are
instances of such compounds. In (3a) and (3b), the second
constituent contains the derived nominal base cara-, formed with
the kr$ t suffix "a after the verbal base car (‘go about’); in (3c) the
second constituent contains -ja- from the base jan (‘be born’) with
the suffix #a.18 Provision is made that in a tatpuru&a compound
whose second constituent is a derivate with a kr$ t suffix the ending

A 1.2.46: Ç¨@!Æ(Ÿ™‹¥˘´ææÅ ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéºÎ | 2.4.71: –‹¥Ë (Ÿ™‹¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéæËÅ (ƒ‹éÍ 58); see
PWT 22, 186 (48, 278).
16
¥˘´ææƒË¥‰ ¥˘´ææƒ’®ºÎ (A 1.1.62); see PWT 63-64 (103).
17
–‹⁄µ™ñ&™'¥ÆºÎ | $ƒË¥Å ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ&™—æ (A 1.4.14, 8.2.7); see PWT 23, 347
(49, 539).
18
A 3.2.16: ò¿‰{Å (Ç⁄(é¿®‰ 15), 97: –P'æŸ†Ú$‰•@Å | The suffix belongs to the
class called kr! t and are introduced on condition that the base be used
with a co-occurring term: "a if this term denotes a locus (adhikara)e) in
which the agent in question goes about, #a if the term is a word
terminating in a seventh-triplet ending referring to something where an
agent is born. The derivates in -"a and -#a obligatorily form a compound
with these terms; see PWT 219 (315).
15
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of a preceding first constituent is variously retained.19 This
accounts for the presence of the locative plural ending su in the
first constituents of (3a, b, c).
The claim made under II assumes that the zero-replacement
(luk) which P!"ini provides for (see note 15) actually serves to
eliminate an ending which would otherwise occur because the
number distinction associated with it (see note 11) is actually
present to begin with in the compound and the elimination of the
ending results in this not being understood.20 The response in III,
on the other hand, reverts to the point made in I, namely that the
absence of a number distinction in the first constituent of (2) is due
to meaning unification: there is a separate meaningful unit, the
compound r#japuru&a, in which no number distinction is made for
the constituent r#ja-. Moreover, if the physical presence of
singular, dual, or plural endings were the decisive factor in the
distinction between strings like (1a,b,c) and a compound like (2),
then one would have to accept that the presence of the plural
ending su in apsu-, go&u-, and var&#su- of (3a,b,c) would
determine one’s understanding of plurality, so that apsucara and
go&ucara would be understood to refer to things which go about in
many bodies of water and among many head of cattle; var&#suja
would correspondingly be understood to refer to something born at
many seasons. But this is not true.
In sum, P!"ini recognizes a relation between strings such as
(1a, b, c) and derived nominal bases such as r#japuru&a in (2), and
he accounts for these relations by introducing nominal endings to
form theoretical strings such as (1a', b', c'), then allowing two
possibilities: derive (1a, b, c) or optionally combine the constituent
A 6.3.14: ™´¥‹¡Œ‰ é‚⁄™ #“‹ƒºÎ (Çƒ‹í‹%¿¥Æ‰ 1).
™Æ–Ÿ⁄$Ù±æŸ⁄Æ⁄™ | ƒ‹éŸ ⁄!%#Â⁄$@!⁄™@™´!Ÿ⁄Æ´æ¨@Å | (Pr. II.510), ƒ‹èÀŸ—&¥æŸ@ƒËò$æAŸ¨@–^!º$‹º)æ™ Ñ⁄™ %Ÿ!Å | (Ud. II.510).
19
20
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padas to form a new nominal base, within which endings are
dropped. This derivational procedure, however, merely serves to
account for the relations. It does not require that there be a
meaning distinction — among three numbers — that is eliminated.
It recognizes instead that the distinction in question does not obtain
in such derived nominals.21
2.2.2 A related discussion in the Mah!bh!&ya concerns (1a) as
an example of a genitive ending accounted for by A 2.3.50: Œ}) À‰Œ‰
(Ç$⁄%⁄“⁄™‰ 1). This s)tra states that a nominal ending of the sixth
triplet (&a&'h+) follows a nominal on condition that a residual ("e&e
‘remainder’) relation — that is, a relation that does not hold
between an action and a participant which plays a role in bringing
this to accomplishment22 — is to be expressed, provided it is not
already expressed (anabhihite). The relation between a king and
his servant spoken of in (1a) is a possessor-possessed relation
(svasv#mibh#vasambandha): the property of being a possessor
(sv#min) resides in the king, that of being a possession (sva) in the
man whom the king in effect owns by virtue of paying and
maintaining him. In addition, the king is here viewed as a qualifier
(vi"e&a)a) with respect to the servant, who is the qualificand
(vi"e&ya), qualified as belonging to the king. Accordingly, the
servant is said to be the principal (pradh#na) entity referred to and
the king is considered a subordinate (gu)a) in the qualifierqualificand status.
Since the possessor-possessed relation as
formulated comprises two relational properties, it is considered to
reside in both (dvi&'ha) of the related entities, although it is
expressed as something additional (vyatiricyate) in the king, which
The Bh!&ya on A 2.3.50: Œ}) À‰Œ‰ presents comparable arguments in
connection with why the meaning of a master related to a possession is
understood for r#jña$ and a sixth-triplet ending occurs only with the
base r#jan- in (2). I omit this discussion for lack of space.
22
On 'e&a relations, see Cardona 2008.
21
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now has a subordinate status, being intended to qualify a
qualificand.23
The Bh!&ya’s discussion centers on the syntax of (1a): why
r#jan- takes a sixth-triplet ending (r#jña$) but puru&a- is followed
by an ending of the first triplet (puru&a$).24 In his third v!rttika,
K!ty!yana brings up the issue: if one states A 2.3.50, then it is
necessary also to prohibit (prati&edha$ ‘negation, prohibition’) a
sixth-triplet ending for the term denoting a qualificand, and one
must provide for a first-triplet ending.25 Patañjali clarifies, as
follows. Under the P!"inian statement, a prohibition has to be
stated. In (1a), the king is a qualifier, the servant a qualificand.
With respect to the latter, the meaning of the nominal base
(pr#tipadik#rtha$) is added to (vyatirikta$): puru&a- here refers to
a man as a qualificand. Hence, an ending of the first triplet, used if
the base meaning alone is denoted (see note 24) does not obtain, so
that a sixth-triplet ending by A 2.3.50 would occur, given that more
than the base meaning is involved and the man in question does not
⁄Ø¸}ËÉµæ–È ¥¿Ÿ¨@´!ŸÆÍ í‹®‰Œ‹ …æ⁄™⁄¿ôæ™‰ | ™&Ÿ⁄%()æºŸ$Ãa ¥˘(Ÿ$‰Éµæ‹¥æ‹ùæ™‰ || (VP
3.7.157). The second half of the verse says that the relation thus overtly
expressed as occurring in the subordinate also is associated (upayujyate
‘is used’) as occurring in the principal entity. This reflects the Bh!&ya
discussion. Kaiya*a cites the k!rik! (Pr. II.823) with upayujyate in the
fourth p!da, and this is the reading in Rau’s edition, without variants. In
his commentary, Hel!r!ja (VPH 3.7.157 [358.2]) says upabhuktam,
which he glosses spa&'am ev#bhihitam (‘clearly expressed’), and
Subramania Iyer’s and Raghun!tha %arm!’s editions read upabhujyate.
24
Such an ending is introduced when there is to be signified nothing
more than a base meaning and a gender, a measure, or a number: ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ¨@⁄ƒóÓ¥⁄¿ºŸ®!ò$ºŸ&‰ ¥˘¨ºŸ (A 2.3.46); see PWT 156 (240).
25
Œ}) À‰Œ Ñ⁄™ ò‰⁄Ø¸À‰œæ—æ ¥˘⁄™Œ‰(Å | ™& ¥˘¨ºŸ⁄!⁄(Å | (2.3.50 vt. 3-4). Kaiya*a
explains (Pr. II.821) that the problem arises under P!"ini’s formulation.
In another grammar, the rule is worded í‹®‰ Œ}), specifying that the ending
occurs with respect to a subordinate (gu)e): Œ}) À‰Œ Ñ⁄™ ò‰⁄Æ⁄™ | Ç⁄—º&–›&&æŸ–‰ ÆËŒÅ
–'#&(—æ ⁄Ø¸}´!Ÿ´¥˘(Ÿ$ŸÆ⁄¥ Œ})¥˘–óÓÅ | …æŸé¿®Ÿ&™¿‰ ™‹ í‹®‰ Œ})⁄™ !ò$Ÿ$ÙŸ⁄—™ |
23
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play the role of a participant in an action.26 One must state a
negation of such an ending, and an ending of the first triplet must
be provided (vidhey#).27 K!ty!yana responds to this by alluding to
what had been in the second v!rttika on A 2.3.46: what is addition
to the base meaning of puru&a- in (1a) is a meaning attributable to
the string (v#ky#rtha$), so that the base meaning remains without
addition, thus allowing a first-triplet ending.28
This gives rise to the question: for what reason is the additional
meaning in the servant of (1a) said to be attributable to the string?
Why should not the additional meaning in the king be such?29 At
this point, Patañjali enters into a discussion which in part is parallel
to the discussion shown in §2.2.1, as follows.
I. The additional meaning in question is understood to apply
for the king even without the use of the term puru&a, but this does
not apply to the servant without the use of the term r#jan.30
II. There is a reason why this is so. What is the reason? You
utter a sixth-triplet ending after the term r#jan. Just you utter a
sixth-triplet ending after the term r#jan and that meaning will be
understood.31
%Ÿœæ‰ Œ}) —æŸ⁄Æ⁄™ | éŸ¿é¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ¨@…æ⁄™⁄¿#´!Ÿ´Œ}Ò‰! —æŸ⁄Æ´æ¨@Å | (Ud. II.821). I
do not take up a possible complication, namely that a form of a verb
meaning ‘be’ — such as asti ‘is’ — can be understood in (1a), signifying
an act in which the referent of puru&a- functions as a k!raka.
27
Œ}) À‰Œ Ñ⁄™ ò‰⁄Ø¸À‰œæ—æ ¥˘⁄™Œ‰(Ë !#…æÅ | ¿Ÿ*Å ¥‹¡Œ Ñ´æ& ¿ŸúŸ ⁄!À‰Œ®Ä ¥‹¡ŒË ⁄!À‰œæÅ | ™&
¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ¨Ë@ …æ⁄™⁄¿# Ñ⁄™ é‚´!Ÿ ¥˘¨ºŸ $ ¥˘Ÿ¥ÙË⁄™ | ™& Œ}) —æŸ™Î ™—æŸÅ ¥˘⁄™Œ‰(Ë !#…æÅ | (Bh.
I.464.3-5), ™& Œ})Ä ¥˘⁄™⁄Œ±æ ¥˘¨ºŸ ⁄!(‰æŸ ¿Ÿ*Å ¥‹¡Œ Ñ⁄™ | (Bh. I.464.8).
28
Ü#~ ¥›!‰@® | (2.3.50 vt. 5), ⁄éº‹#ºÎ | $ !Ÿ !ŸèæŸ¨@´!Ÿ⁄Æ⁄™ | æÆ&Ÿ⁄(èæÄ !ŸèæŸ¨@ –Å |
(Bh. I.464.10).
29
é‹™Ë $‹ ê+‰™™Î ¥‹¡Œ‰ æÆŸ⁄(èæÄ – !ŸèæŸ¨@ Ñ⁄™ $ ¥‹$Ÿ ¿Ÿú⁄$ æÆŸ⁄(èæÄ – !ŸèæŸ¨@Å —æŸ™Î | (Bh.
I.464.10-12).
30
Ç&™¿‰®Ÿ⁄¥ ¥‹¡ŒÀ"Æ¥˘æËíÄ ¿Ÿú⁄$ –ËÉ¨Ë@ í'æ™‰ $ ¥‹$¿&™¿‰® ¿ŸúÀ"Æ¥˘æËíÄ ¥‹¡Œ‰ –ËÉ¨Ë@ í'æ™‰ |
(Bh. I.464.12-13).
31
Ç⁄—™ éŸ¿®Ä æ‰$Ê™Æ‰!Ä %!⁄™ | ⁄éÄ éŸ¿®ºÎ | ¿ŸúÀ"ÆŸ⁄ØÛ %!Ÿ$Î Œ})º‹cŸ¿æ⁄™ | Çóı ⁄“ %!Ÿ$Î
¥‹¡ŒÀ"ÆŸÆµæ‹cŸ¿æ™‹ íÄ—æ™‰ –ËÉ¨@Å | (Bh. I.13-15).
26
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III. This should not be thus. It should not be that a meaning is
caused by a speech unit. It should be that a speech unit is caused
by a meaning. One should thus view this in the following manner:
it is due to a meaning aspect that this additional meaning is
understood to apply for the king even without the use of the term
puru&a. And what is that? Being one who possesses (sv#mitvam).
And what is this due to (ki-kr! tam ‘produced by what?’)? To what
he possesses (svakr! tam). This has an analog. Distinctions in the
meanings of nominal bases are brought about by actions
(kriy#kr! t#.), and particular names produced thereby (tatkr! t#khy#$)
come to the fore (pr#dur bhavanti ‘appear’): karman (‘object’),
kara)a (‘instrument’), ap#d#na, samprad#na, adhikara)a
(‘locus’). Further, these names sometimes serve (up#d+yante ‘are
taken, expressed’) as causes (nimittatvena) for triplets of nominal
endings (vibhakt+n#m) coming into play, sometimes not. They do
so when they deviate from the meaning of a base. When they do
not, they remain solely names.32
IV. For the king of (1a), his being a possessor is due to a
possession, and a sixth-triplet ending occurs with r#jan-. In the
same way, for the king’s servant, his being a possession is due to a
possessor, so that a sixth-triplet ending obtains also for puru&a-.33

32

$$‹ ò $Ê™‰$Ê!Ä %⁄!™…æºÎ | $ ⁄“ À"Æé‚™‰$ $ŸºŸ¨‰@$ %⁄!™…æºÎ | Ç¨@é‚™‰$ $Ÿº À"Æ‰$ %⁄!™…æºÎ |
™Æ‰™Æ‰!Ä B‡Õæ™ŸºÎ | Ç¨@¬¥º‰!Ê™Æ‰!†ÚŸ™)æé~ æ‰$Ÿ&&™¿‰®Ÿ⁄¥ ¥‹¡ŒÀ"Æ¥˘íËíÄ ¿Ÿú⁄$ –ËÉ¨Ë@ í'æ™‰ | ⁄é~
¥‹$—™™Î | —!Ÿ⁄º´!ºÎ | ⁄éóÏ‡™Ä ¥‹$—™™Î | –!é‚™ºÎ | ™Y¨Ÿ ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ¨Ÿ@$ŸÄ ⁄$æŸé‚™Ÿ ⁄!À‰ŒŸ Ü¥úŸæ&™‰ |
™´é‚™ŸÃaŸëæŸ ¥˘ŸÆ‹%@!⁄&™ éº@ é¿®º¥ŸÆŸ$Ä –'¥˘ÆŸ$º⁄(é¿®⁄º⁄™ | ™ŸÃa ¥‹$⁄!@%#)$Ÿº‹´¥%È éÆŸ⁄ò⁄$Ù⁄º%´!‰$Ë¥ŸÆ)æ&™‰ éŸÆŸ⁄ò$Ù | éÆŸ ò ⁄!%#)$Ÿº‹´¥%È ⁄$⁄º%´!‰$Ë¥ŸÆ)æ&™‰ | æÆŸ …æ⁄%ò¿⁄&™ ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ¨@ºÎ |
æÆŸ ⁄“ $ …æ⁄%ò¿&´æŸëæŸ%›™Ÿ ä! ™ÆŸ %!⁄&™ éº@ é¿®º¥ŸÆŸ$Ä –'¥˘ÆŸ$º⁄(é¿®⁄º⁄™ | (Bh.
I.464.15-23).
33
æ¨Á! ™⁄“@ ¿AŸú⁄$ —!é‚™Ä —!Ÿ⁄º´!Ä ™& Œ}Ò‰!Ä ¥‹¡Œ‰É⁄¥ —!Ÿ⁄ºé‚™Ä —!´!Ä ™& Œ}) ¥˘Ÿ¥ÙË⁄™ | (Bh.
I.464.23-24).
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V. That meaning is expressed by the sixth-triplet ending that
comes in after the term r#jan-; hence, there will not be a sixthtriplet ending after the term puru&a-.34
VI. Then is there not a string
(4) puru&asya r#j# ‘the man’s king’?
There is, but then a first-triplet ending follows the term r#jan-.35
Then is there not a string
(5) r#jña$ puru&asya ‘the king’s man’s’?
There is such as string, but only if another (b#hyam ‘external’)
meaning is considered (sam+k&ya).36
Under III, the point is made that r#jña$ of (1a) has a sixthtriplet ending conditioned by a meaning: the king in question bears
a relation — of possession — to another entity. Since the other
thing is necessary for the relation to obtain, the king’s property of
being a possessor is said to be caused by it. A parallel is drawn to
relations between k!rakas and the acts in which they participate to
bring them to accomplishment. These acts are said to bring about
distinctions in the meaning of nominal bases such that the things
denoted are given particular class names such as karman and
kara)a. Thus, a sickle may serve as the means for cutting (lun#ti
‘cuts’), so that it is given the k!raka class name kara)a.37 The
denotation of a kara"a, moreover, can serve as a condition for
introducing a third-triplet ending after a nominal,38 as in d#tre)a
(+ d#tra-"#) of
(6) d#tre)a lun#ti ‘… is cutting … with a sickle.’
¿ŸúÀ"ÆŸÆ‹´¥YºŸ$æŸ Œ}ÒŸ⁄%⁄“™Å –ËÉ¨@ Ñ⁄™ é‚´!Ÿ ¥‹¡ŒÀ"ÆŸ´Œ}) $ %⁄!œæ⁄™ | (Bh.
I.464.24-25).
35
r#jan-su ( r#jan-Ø ( r#j#n ( r#j#; see PWT 347 (539).
36
$ ™“)@ÆŸ$)⁄ºÆÄ %!⁄™ ¥‹¡Œ—æ ¿Ÿú‰⁄™ | %!⁄™ ¿ŸúÀ"ÆŸ%‹ ™ÆŸ ¥˘¨ºŸ | $ ™“)@ÆŸ$)⁄ºÆÄ %!⁄™ ¿Ÿ*Å
¥‹¡Œ—æ‰⁄™ | %!⁄™ #Ÿ“¯º¨@º⁄%–º)÷æ | (Bh. I.464.25-27).
37
–Ÿ(é™™ºóÏ¿®ºÎ (A 1.4.42); see PWT 137-138 (214).
38
é™@‡é¿®æË—™‡™)æŸ (A 2.3.18); see PWT 155-156 (240).
34
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Here, the base meaning of d#tra has added to it the property of
being a means. One may, however, speak merely of a sickle itself
and say that it is a means, as in
(7) d#tra% kara)am.
Now the base meaning of d#tra has not been added to, so that the
base takes a first-triplet ending (d#tram + d#tra-su).
Under IV, the point is made that the argument advanced for
r#jña$ of (1a) having a sixth-triplet ending can equally well be
made for puru&a- having the same ending. This is conceded, but
the possible fault is avoided, under V, by noting that introduction
of such an ending after puru&a- is ruled out because the relation is
signified by the ending which follows r#jan-; in accordance with A
2.3.1, the ending is not introduced once more to denote the same
relation. Finally, under VI, the question is posed whether one does
not then have an expression (5) with the same ending after both the
bases in question. This is countered by noting that, although (5) is
possible, it is not a complete expression: the ending of r#jña$
designates a relation between the king and his man, but the ending
of puru&asya now signifies a relation external to this, one which
requires a third relatum.
2.2.3 The Bh!&ya on A 7.1.33: –Ÿº ÇŸéºÎ (æ‹œºÆ—ºØˆÒŸºÎ 27) once more
brings up the same issue. In his third, fourth and fifth v!rttikas on
this s)tra,39 K!ty!yana presents the following argument.40 In
deriving yu&m#kam and asm#kam from yu&mad-#m and asmad-#m,
39

–‹¢Í¥˘⁄™Œ‰(—´!ŸÆ‰À‰ ƒË¥⁄!*Ÿ$Ÿ™Î | $ !Ÿ ⁄¢ƒË¥!ò$ŸÆŸÆ‰À‰ ¢Ÿµ¥˘⁄™Œ‰(Ÿ¨@ºÎ | $ !Ÿ ⁄ƒóÓŸ%Ÿ!Ÿ⁄£ƒË¥!ò$Ÿ$¨@èæºÎ | (7.1.33 vtt. 3-5).
40
The central issue concerns whether an alternative formulation of A
7.1.33, with #ma$ instead of s#ma$ would wrongly allow the initial
augment su" to be added to the genitive plural ending #m, by A 7.1.52:
ÇŸ⁄º –!@$Ÿ'$Å –‹¢Í (ÇŸ™Î 50), which serves to introduce the augment to #m if
this follows a pronominal stem ending with an a-vowel. If the -d of
yu&mad and asmad is deleted before #m (A 7.2.90: À‰Œ‰ ƒË¥Å), this becomes
possible; see PWT 324, 315 (498, 478).
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one must disallow the introduction of the initial augment su" to the
ending. For, deleting the final sound of these pronouns by A
7.2.90 (see note 40) is acknowledged to apply before an ending
that has replaced another. If, then, #kam is allowed to replace #m,
one will allow, undesiredly, a final form with this augment
(*yu&m#sam, asm#sam).41 This problem is avoided by suggesting
an alternative formulation for A 7.2.90: instead of letting this
delete the final sound of the stems, the rule is now stated so as to
delete the segment which begins with its last vowel ('ilopavacan#t):42 yu&mad-#m ( yu&m-#m, asmad-#m ( asm-#m.
Moreover, the claim is made, this reformulation is necessary in
order to avoid allowing the feminine suffix "#p, by A 4.1.4: ÇúŸY™{Ÿ¥Î (⁄—&æŸºÎ [3]) after yu&ma- and asma-.43 This alternative is
rejected, however, as serving no purpose, because these pronouns
have no gender. Nor does one have to state this fact. It is known
without being explicitly stated.
At this point, arguments come up that parallel those presented
earlier (§§2.2.1-2.2.2).
I. For there is no distinction in yu&mad and asmad used in the
feminine, masculine, or neuter.44
II. There is a reason why this is so. What is the reason?
Because the unit conveying the difference is not present. Just you
utter such a unit and that distinction will be understood.45
41

–‹¢Í¥˘⁄™Œ‰(—™‹ !#…æÅ | ⁄éóÏŸ¿®ºÎ | ÇŸÆ‰À‰ ƒË¥⁄!*Ÿ$Ÿ™Î | æÅ – À‰Œ‰ ƒË¥ ÇŸÆ‰À‰ – ⁄!*Ÿæ™‰ |(Bh.
III.253.2-3).
42
$ !Ÿ –‹¢Í¥˘⁄™Œ‰(Ë !#…æÅ | ⁄éóÏŸ¿®ºÎ | ⁄¢ƒË¥!ò$Ÿ™Î | ÇŸÆ‰À‰ æÅ – À‰Œ‰ƒË¥⁄{ƒË¥Å – !#…æÅ |
(Bh. III.253.5-6). ÇòËÉ&´æŸ⁄Æ ⁄¢ (A 1.1.64); see PWT 18 (41).
43
⁄é'¥˘æËú$ºÎ | ¢Ÿµ¥˘⁄™Œ‰(Ÿ¨@ºÎ | ¢Ÿ"ºŸ%›⁄Æ⁄™ | (Bh. III.253.6-7).
44
– ™⁄“@ ⁄¢ƒË¥Ë !#…æÅ | (Bh. III.253.7), $ !Ÿ !#…æºÎ | ⁄éóÏŸ¿®ºÎ | ⁄ƒóÓŸ%Ÿ!Ÿ™Î | Ç⁄ƒóÓ‰
æ‹zºÆ—ºÆ) | ⁄éÄ !#…æº‰™™Î | $ ⁄“ | é¨º$‹ôæºŸ$Ä í'æ™‰ | $ “¯⁄—™ ⁄!À‰ŒË æ‹œºÆ—ºÆËÅ ⁄—&æŸÄ ¥‹~⁄– $¥‹Ä–éÂ
!Ÿ | (Bh. III.253.9-11).
45
Ç⁄—™ éŸ¿®Ä æ‰$Ê™Æ‰!Ä %!⁄™ | ⁄éóÏŸ¿®ºÎ | æËÉ–È ⁄!À‰Œ!Ÿò) À"Æ—™Æ–Ÿ⁄$Ù±æŸ™Î | ÇóÓ ⁄“
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III. This should not be thus. It should not be that a meaning
has a speech unit as its cause ("abdanimittakena). On the contrary,
it should be that a speech unit has a meaning as its cause
(arthanimittakena). One should thus view this in the following
manner: it is due to a meaning aspect that in the present instance
the distinction is not understood. Moreover, one must necessarily
recognize this to be so. For, if one considers that the distinction is
not understood here because the speech unit signifying the
distinction is not present, then conversely one would have to
accept that the distinction should be understood in the following
examples: dr! &ad (‘stone’ [fem.]), samidh (‘kindling
wood’ [fem.]).46
That is, one cannot argue that a form such as tvam (‘you’ [nom.
sg.] + yu&mad-su) or aham (‘I’ + asmad-su) fails to make
understood a feminine gender distinction because it lacks a
feminine suffix. Such reasoning would require that a term such as
dr! &ad, which does make a feminine gender understood, should be
accompanied by a feminine suffix; but it is not.47
2.3 Meaning conditions and derivation
A 3.1.26: “‰™‹º⁄™ ò (⁄®òÎ 25, (Ÿ™ËÅ 7, ¥˘´ææÅ 1, ¥¿Ãa 2) introduces the
unit $ic, to which is assigned the class name pratyaya (‘affix’),
%!ŸÄ—™º‹cŸ¿æ™‹ íÄ—æ™‰ – ⁄!À‰ŒÅ | (Bh. III.253.11-13). I have used ‘the unit
conveying the difference’ to render vi"e&av#c+ "abda$, with ‘conveying’
instead of ‘signifying’, because feminine suffixes are considered to be
not signifiers (v#caka) but cosignifiers (dyotaka) of femininity, a
meaning attributed to a nominal base with which an affix is used; see
note 47 and §2.3.
46
$$‹‹ ò $Ê™‰$Ê!Ä %⁄!™…æºÎ | $ ⁄“ À"Æ⁄$⁄º%éÂ$Ÿ¨‰@$ %⁄!™…æºÎ ⁄é&™“¯@¨@⁄$⁄º%éÂ$ À"Æ‰$
%⁄!™…æºÎ | ™Æ‰™Æ‰!Ä B‡Õæ™ŸºÎ | Ç¨@¬¥º‰!Ê™Æ‰!†ÚŸ™)æé~ æ‰$Ÿ& ⁄!À‰ŒË $ í'æ™ Ñ⁄™ | Ç!ÕæÄ òÊ™Æ‰!Ä ⁄!*‰æºÎ|
æË ⁄“ º&æ™‰ æËÉ–È ⁄!À‰Œ!Ÿò) À"Æ—™Æ–Ÿ⁄$Ù±æŸÆ& ⁄!À‰ŒË $ í'æ™ Ñ™)“Ÿ⁄¥ ™—æ ⁄!À‰ŒË $ í'æ‰™ B‡Œ™Î
–⁄º⁄Æ⁄™ | (Bh. III.253.13-17).
47
It is on account of such usages that feminine suffixes such as "#p in
terms like aj# (‘she goat’ + aja-#) are treated as cosignifying a feminine,
a meaning attributed to the accompanying base; see PWT 441 (685).
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after (para$) a verbal base (dh#to$). The s)tra contains the
locative singular hetumati, referring to an action which has a
causal agent (hetu), that is, causation. This locative is susceptible
to two possible interpretations: (a) it is a locative absolute, with the
seventh-triplet ending introduced on condition that an action serves
to characterize another action;48 (b) it has a seventh-triplet ending
signifying a locus (adhikara)a) in which an act occurs.49 Under
(a), A 3.1.26 provides that the affix $ic is introduced (bhavati
‘comes into being, is’) after a verbal base if an action with a causal
agent is to be signified (abhidheye sati). Under (b), on the other
hand, the s)tra provides that the affix is introduced following a
base which occurs in this meaning (hetumati vartam#n#t).50
Comparably, A 4.1.3: ⁄–&æŸºÎ (ñÒŸµ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ™Î 1, ¥˘´ææÅ 3.1.1, ¥¿Ãa 2)
can be a heading whereby: (a) the affixes "#p and so on are
introduced by subsequent rules if the meaning ‘feminine’ is to be
signified (striy#m abhidhey#y#% saty#m); (b) the affixes are
introduced after a nominal base (pr#tipadik#t) which occurs in this
meaning (striy#% vartam#n#t pr#tipadik#t), so that they are
allowed to occur in a meaning attributed to the base (sv#rthe).51
A 2.3.37: æ—æ ò %Ÿ!‰$ %Ÿ!ƒ’®ºÎ (–Pº) 36); see PWT 173-174 (265).
–P'æ⁄(é¿®‰ ò (A 2.3.36); see PWT 155-156 (240).
50
é¨⁄ºÆÄ ⁄!*Ÿæ™‰ “‰™‹º´æ⁄%(‰æ‰ ⁄®ù%!™)⁄™ ÇŸ“Ë⁄—!ØÛ‰™‹º⁄™ æË (Ÿ™‹!@™™‰ | (Bh. II.31.7-8),
é¨⁄ºÆÄ ⁄!*Ÿæ™‰ “‰™‹º´æ⁄%(‰æ‰ ⁄®ù%!⁄™ ÇŸ“Ë⁄—!ØÛ‰™‹º⁄™ æË (Ÿ™‹!@™™‰ (“‰™‹º⁄™) !™@ºŸ$Ÿ⁄Æ⁄™ | (VPVr$ .
1.26 [73.1-2]), “‰™‹Å —!™&&—æ é™@‹Å ¥˘æËúéÅ | ™Æ)æË …æŸ¥Ÿ¿Å “‰™‹ºŸ$Î | ™⁄—⁄º$Ù⁄%(‰æ‰ (Ÿ™Ë⁄®@ô¥˘´ææË %!⁄™ | (K!'. 3.1.26). Bhart$ hari alludes to the Bh!&ya passage I have
cited in the context of saying that all such optional procedures depend on
the considerations of persons who abstract putative constituent meanings
from full utterances, which are in fact unanalyzable wholes from the
point of view of communication.
51
é¨Ä ¥‹$⁄¿ÆÄ ⁄!*Ÿæ™‰ ⁄—&æŸº⁄%(‰æŸæŸÄ ¢Ÿ#ŸÆæË %!&™)⁄™ ÇŸ“Ë⁄—!´—&)–ºŸ$Ÿ⁄(é¿®Ÿ´¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ⁄Æ⁄™ | (Bh. II.198.20-21), ⁄–ØÛÄ ™‹ ⁄—&æŸÅ ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄Æé⁄!À‰Œ®´!Ÿ´—!Ÿ¨‰@ ¢Ÿ#ŸÆæÅ | (4.1.3
vt. 5), ⁄–ØÛº‰™™Î | é¨ºÎ | ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄Æé⁄!À‰Œ®´!Ÿ™Î | ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄Æé⁄!À‰Œ®Ä —&)ír“®ºÎ —!Ÿ⁄¨@éŸ{Ÿ#ŸÆæÅ |
$Ê!Ä ⁄!*Ÿæ™‰ ⁄—&æŸº⁄%(‰æŸæŸ⁄º⁄™ $Ÿ⁄¥ —&)–ºŸ$Ÿ⁄(é¿®Ÿ⁄Æ⁄™ | é¨Ä ™⁄“@ | ⁄—&æŸÄ æ´¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄Æé~ !™@™‰
™—ºŸ£Ÿ#ŸÆæË %!⁄&™ | é⁄—º$Ù¨‰@ | —!Ÿ¨‰@ | (Bh. II.199.19-22), ™¨Ÿ ⁄—&æŸ⁄º⁄™ | ⁄éÄ —_æŸ@⁄%(Ÿ$‰
48
49
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The positions which P!"in#yas finally accept for these s)tras
are (a) for A 3.1.26, (b) for A 4.1.3.
Under the accepted
interpretation of the former, then, this s)tra introduces an affix
under a meaning condition: if meaning M is to be denoted, the
affix A is introduced after base B.
3 P!"ini operates with meaning conditions for affixation
It is demonstrable that P!"ini himself, not just later students of his
work, operated in the above manner, allowing affixes to occur on
condition that stated meaning conditions are met.
Three s)tras are particularly interesting on this point: A
3.3.156: “‰™‹“‰™‹º™Ë⁄ƒ@ñÍ ((Ÿ™ËÅ 3.1.91), A 3.3.139-140: ⁄ƒ⁄óÙ⁄º%‰ ƒ‡ñÍ ⁄$æŸ⁄™¥%È
(%⁄!œæ⁄™ 136, (Ÿ™ËÅ 3.1.91), %›™‰ ò | According to the first s)tra, the laffix li! follows a verbal base to signify an agent on condition that
the action this denotes is related to another act as cause and effect
(hetuhetumato$). A 3.3.139 -140 introduce lr% ! under a condition
that determines that li! is introduced (li-nimitte) — that is, if
related verbs denote acts related as cause and effect — when the
acts in question are referred to the future (bhavi&yati) and also to
the past (bh*te), provided that these fail to take place
(kriy#tipattau). The first rule serves to account for conditional
sentences with optative forms, such as
(8) kr! &)a% namec cet sukha% y#y#t ‘If one venerates Kr$ &"a,
one attains happiness.’
The next rules account for the use of conditional forms in
contrafactual conditions, for example

¢Ÿ#ŸÆæÅ —_æ¨@!‡%‰Å ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ´—!Ÿ¨‰@ !‰⁄™ | (VPVr$ . 1.26 [73.2-4]). As shown, a third
position is considered: affixes are introduced after a base that is
coreferential with one used in the feminine. The finally accepted view is
(b). See Cardona 1983: 44-49.
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(9) yadi vr! r&'ir abhavi&yat subhik&am abhavi&yat ‘If there were
to be good rains (but there won’t be), there would be plenty
of food.’/ ‘If there had been good rains, there would have
been plenty of food.’52
Now, li-imitte in A 3.3.139 can be interpreted properly only as
a &a&*h#tatpuru&a form (li-nimittam = li-o nimittam).53 Other
interpretations are ruled out on various grounds. To begin with,
consider the possibility that li-nimitte is a tatpuru&a of the subclass
called karmadh#raya, in which both terms are coreferential. This
compound, equivalent to li-y eva nimitte (‘a condition that is li!)
would refer to the l-affix li! as a unit serving to condition
something. Since this is a speech element, the locative is to be
interpreted as referring to a right context for an operation on a
preceding element.54 However, the only element that could be said
to precede is a verbal base (dh#tu), given that A 3.3.19 comes
under the heading of A 3.1.91. Further, since A 3.3.19 is part of a
set of rules headed by A 3.1.1, the only reasonable operation is the
introduction of an affix (pratyaya) after a verbal base. At best,
then, A 3.3.19 under the supposed interpretation, would let a verbal
base receive an affix on condition that li! followed. But the affix
is now not specified. Consequently, interpreting li-nimitte as a
karmadh!raya leads to nonsense in terms of P!"ini’s grammar.
There are also no contextual grounds for interpreting li-nimitte as a
bahuvr#hi (li- nimitta% yasya tasmin). The only thing li! serves to
condition — by way of the affixes that replace it — is the introduction
of affixes. Thus, for example, in deriving namet of (8), the ending
that replaces li! conditions the introduction of the stem suffix &ap
See PWT 168-169 (257-258).
For example, K!'. 3.3.139: “‰™‹“‰™‹º™Ë⁄ƒ@⁄ñ´æ‰!Ÿ⁄Æé~ ⁄ƒñË ⁄$⁄º%ºÎ | ™& ⁄ƒ⁄óÙ⁄º%‰
%⁄!œæŸ⁄™ éŸƒ‰ ƒ‡ñÍ ¥˘´ææË %!⁄™ ⁄$æŸ⁄™¥%È –´æŸºÎ |
54
™⁄—º$Ù⁄™ ⁄$⁄Æ@{‰ ¥›!@—æ (A 1.1.66); see PWT 53 (90).
52
53
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after the base.55 Only if li- of li-nimitte refers to an affix, is it
possible for A 3.3.19 to provide for an affix. But then the affix can
hardly be li! itself. Consequently, the only reasonable interpretation of li-nimitte in this s)tra is the one adopted by P!"in#yas, so
that the condition in question is the relation between actions stated
in A 3.3.156.
One must, then accept that in P!"ini’s derivational system a
meaning can serve as a condition (nimitta) for the occurrence of an
affix.
This does not mean, nevertheless, that one must reject the
possibility that speech units are themselves causes.
On the
contrary, both meanings and speech units indeed serve as causes.
From a speaker’s point of view, a meaning to be made understood
to a listener is a cause of his using a speech unit in order to have
that listener understand what he wishes to convey. From a
listener’s point of view, the sounds a speaker utters serve as
conditions for his understanding what the latter means to say, by
converting those sounds to the systematic units both speaker and
listener share in a common language. From a listener’s viewpoint
also, utterances used by speakers are subject to analysis leading to
abstracted constituents. In a derivational system like P!"ini’s, such
abstracted units are then synthesized to account for strings which
speakers of the language would use.56 This derivational system
proceeds by introducing affixes after bases under stated conditions,
and among these are meaning conditions: an affix is allowed to
occur if a given meaning is to be signified.

nama-l ( nam-ti / nam-t / nam-y#st / nam-a-y#st / nam-ay#t / nam-a-iyt / nam-a-it / namet; see PWT 152, 168 (235, 243,
257).
56
P!"ini operates with rules of such synthesis and presupposes the
analysis that leads to the abstraction of units; see PWT 428-449.
55
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4 A different approach suggested57
Recently, Jan E. M. Houben has argued on several occasions that
P!"ini’s grammar did not proceed in this manner. Instead, he
maintains, the derivational system starts with an actual linguistic
string, characterized as a ‘provisional statement’. Houben (1999:
45) also recognizes, in accordance with some other modern
linguists, discrete “levels” in P!"ini’s derivational system and
speaks of what he calls ‘level 1’, which he labels ‘not as
“semantics” but as “semantics, pragmatics, intentionality.”’
Houben says of this level (1999: 45):
It is the interface between the user and the grammar. Statements
in the grammar belonging to this level ask the user to makes
decisions and judgements regarding different aspects of his
provisional statement: semantic aspects or aspects concerning
the referents (artha) of his statement, pragmatic aspects or
aspects concerning the context (prakara)a) of his statement, and
intentional aspects or aspects of his intention (vivak&#).

The same author (Houben 2009a: 523-524) expresses some wonder
at what other scholars of P!"ini seem to have missed: ‘Can it be
that a simple point has been overlooked by most scholars of
P!"ini’s A&*!dhy!y#, namely that there too the starting point and
the final aim of the user of grammar has always been the sentence
and never a word in isolation, that the starting point is a
preliminary sentence that needs to be checked or that needs some
little extra refinement?’ In addition, he says (Houben 2009b: 14)
the following of P!"ini’s system:
The system of P!"ini’s grammar “clearly requires a user who
wants to check and possibly improve a preliminary
statement” (Houben 2003: 161).
The system implies the
This section replicates, with modifications, section 7 of ‘P!"ini and
his predecessors: tradition and innovation’, the Professor N. N.
Choudhury memorial lecture presented at Delhi University on January
29, 2012. This is to appear in a planned volume of the lecture series.
57
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presence of a knowledgeable user, a preliminary statement and
the application of first analytic and next synthetic procedures to
the words in it, with the user keeping in mind the preliminary
statement and its purport, and aiming at the best possible,
sa%-sk,ta form of his preliminary statement.

Immediately preceding this, Houben notes what he calls ‘a vital
point’, namely that, ‘P!"ini was definitely aware of various
“substandard” forms of the language, forms which from a modern
perspective we would assign to an altogether different language
such as Prakrit.’ After the extended statement cited above, he also
goes on to emphasize that, ‘The concrete starting point for a
derivation in the synthetic phase of the consultation cycle of a user
of grammar in P!"ini’s time will then never be “pure” meaning or
an autonomous level of semantic representation ….’ It is, instead,
the selection of a root such as bh* or a nominal stem. He
continues, saying (Houben 2009b: 14):
In the sociolinguistic context of P!"ini’s time we can suppose
that the preliminary statement of the user of the grammar
contained not necessarily only “perfectly formed” words but also
substandard ones, for instance honti or bhonti instead of
bhavanti. The knowledge of the user of grammar in P!"ini’s
time concerns not only the basic outlines of the grammar and
knowledge of the language aimed at but also substandard forms
current in his time and area.

The expression ‘we can suppose’ in Houben’s statement is
telling. For in all of this discussion, as also in his earlier paper of
2003, he does not offer concrete evidence from the A&*!dhy!y#
itself demonstrating the impossibility of starting with semantics
associated with grammatical contrasts that can serve as conditions,
along with co-occurrence conditions, for introducing affixes to
bases. He repeatedly speaks simply of ‘semantics’ in the first level
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of those scholars with whose views he disagrees,58 and comments
on the ‘semantic level’ accepted by two of these scholars,
remarking (Houben 1999:26-27):
One wonders how the semantic level can be placed as the basis
and, as far as derivations are concerned, at the beginning of the
sophisticated grammar of P!"ini, while it is admitted at the same
time that this semantic level is very sketchy, and that P!"ini
makes no attempt to characterise the possible semantic
representations by any rules.

Houben does not, however, note that the semantics selected are
precisely those that are linked with grammatical and phonological
rules, not some vague ‘pure’ semantics.
He also speaks of a user’s intentional aspects or aspects of his
intention (vivak&#), neglecting to note that Patañjali makes a
pertinent distinction between an individual user’s desire to speak
(pr#yoktr+ vivak&#) in a particular manner — in effect to use
Prakrit if he wishes — as opposed to the communal vivak&!
(laukik+ vivak&#), that is the generally accepted usage in a
community of speakers who serve as a model for the grammar.59
Houben nevertheless remains comfortable with the view that there
are discrete levels in P!"ini’s system. He assumes (1999: 46) four levels,
though these differ in detail from those posited by earlier modern
scholars. I think I have demonstrated, however (Cardona 2009) that
P!"ini’s system proceeds from meaning to initial strings subject to
operations that result in final utterances, with a set of k!raka
classification rules that mediate between semantics and expressions, and
that one proceeds in a continuum, with possible appeal to meaning
conditions at later stages of a derivation. Scharf (2009) also speaks
against the anachronistic notion that P!"ini operated with four discrete
levels.
59
⁄!!’Ÿ ò Æ˝æ) | Ç—´æ‰! ¥˘ŸæËè&) ⁄!!’Ÿ Ç⁄—™ ƒÈ⁄éé) | ¥˘ŸæËè&) ⁄!!’Ÿ ¥˘æË#Ÿ ⁄“
º‡Æ˝ÒŸ ⁄—$ì(æŸ Õƒ÷®æŸ ⁄úvæŸ º‡Æ›⁄&—$ì(Ÿ&Õƒ÷®Ÿ°À"ÆŸ&¥˘æ‹ók‰ | ƒÈ⁄éé) ⁄!!’Ÿ æ& ¥˘Ÿæ—æ –'¥˘´ææÅ |
¥˘Ÿæ Ñ⁄™ ƒËéË …æ¥⁄ÆÕæ™‰ | (Bh. II.342.26-343.3). The Bh!&ya on A 6.3.109
(¥‡ŒËÆ¿ŸÆ)⁄$ æ¨Ë¥⁄Æ{ºÎ) takes up the issue of who "i&'as are and where they
58
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In connection with vivak&!, P!"in#yas bring up examples such
as
(10) dhanu&# vidhyati ‘… pierces … with a bow’
(11) dhanur vidhyati ‘The bow pierces ….’
(10) calls for assigning a bow to the k!raka category named kara)a
by virtue of its serving, more than any other participant in the act
of piercing (vyadh), as the means of bringing this act to
accomplishment (s#dhakatamam); such a k!raka is denoted by a
third-triplet ending. (11) calls for the bow to have the category
name kartr! by virtue of being spoken of as an independent
(svatantra) participant in the act of piercing. This is accounted for
by stating the k!raka classification rules in question in a particular
order: A 1.4.42: –Ÿ(é™ºóÏ¿®ºÎ | 1.4.54: —!™&&Å é™Ÿ@. In addition, these
rules come under the heading of A 1.4.1-2 (ÇŸé•Ÿ¿ŸÆ‰éŸ –°*Ÿ | ⁄!¥˘⁄™Œ‰(‰
¥¿óÏŸæ@º)Î , so that, of the class names provided for, only one is
allowed to apply to an entity at once and, if two rules come into
conflict, what is provided for by the later rule takes precedence.
Concerning (10)-(11) — his examples (1)-(2) — Houben says
(1999: 28) he accepts the position that vivak&! ‘continues to play a
role in the choice of k!raka-designations, especially if it is clear
that a certain number of alternative ontological-logical
classifications are possible (the bow as instrument in (1) and agent
in (2)).’ In accepting the role of vivak&! with respect to k!raka
classifications, he is accepting what P!"in#yas have always
maintained; there is nothing new here. On the other hand, Houben
glosses over an important detail. The Bh!&ya to 1.4.1 vt. 30,60 does
not deal with (10) and (11) opposed to each other. The bow’s
classifications as kara"a and kartr$ in each instance is opposed to its
classification as ap!d!na (A 1.4.24: (˘‹!º¥Ÿæ‰É¥ŸÆŸ$ºÎ). For a bow to be
live. See, for example, PWT: 550-554 (834).
60
See Cardona 1974a: 235-237, 283-284 (note 16).
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spoken of as an instrument in piercing something, it has
simultaneously to be spoken of as a point of departure for arrows
which are released from it and serve as means of piercing:
(12) dhanu&o nirgatair b#)air vidhyati
For a bow to be spoken of as an agent of piercing, the same must
also hold: the bow must also simultaneously be spoken of as a
point of departure. In brief, (10) and (11) are acceptable utterances
which P!"ini accounts for. P!"ini also knows that the semantics
associated with these utterances involve another, conflicting,
classification, reflected in (12). That is, he accounts for acceptable
utterances and their semantics.
Houben also accepts that in the context of P!"ini’s system,
what he calls a ‘provisional statement’ subject to modification may
include Middle Indic forms like honti. The question then arises:
are such forms in any way allowed in preliminary strings of a
P!"inian derivation? For this to be possible, one would require
either that P!"ini’s grammar have some rules providing for sound
shifts of the type bh- ( h- or include in the set of verb bases not
only items such as bh* but others such as ho found in forms like
Middle Indic hoti, honti.
There is no evidence for either.
Houben’s assertion could be maintained also under the view that a
speaker who considers a preliminary statement and is familiar with
Middle Indic in addition to Sanskrit could conceive of such a string
with some Middle Indic elements. This, however, runs contrary to
the very conception of what "abd#nu"#sana and vy#kara)a mean
to P!"in#yas: a work by which correct usage is explained once this
has been segregated from incorrect usage.61 Thus conceived,
P!"ini’s grammar deals only with correct usage. This is noted at
the beginning of the Mah!bh!&ya, where Patañjali considers three
alternatives of how the '!bd!nu'!sana should proceed: should it
See PWT: 564-572 (845-848).

61
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serve to teach correct speech forms ("abdopade"a), incorrect
speech forms (apa"abdopade"a) or both (ubhayopade"a)?62 The
third option is set aside as redundant. Explaining correct forms
would establish a restriction whereby incorrect forms are ruled out,
and teaching that incorrect forms are not to be allowed would
result in limiting the grammar to correct usage. The decision to
explain only correct speech forms is made on the grounds of
brevity (laghutv#t). For any single correct speech form such as
gau$ there are several incorrect forms (apabhra%"#$
‘corruptions’) such as g#v+, go)+, gopotalik#.
Consequently,
P!"ini’s 'abd!nu'!sana is a grammatical treatise whereby are
explained speech forms that are desired and accepted.63 Moreover,
Patañjali remarks that augments, replacements, affixes, verbal
bases, and nominal bases recited in the A&*!dhy!y# are all given
therein without any fault of pronunciation.64 At least from the time
of Patañjali, then, the A&*!dhy!y# and its ancillary texts were
transmitted faultlessly. Accordingly, unless one wishes completely
to divorce P!"ini from his later tradition with respect to this issue,
one can rule out of court the possibility of unassimilated Middle
Indicisms in the A&*!dhy!y# and its ancillaries.
It is therefore difficult to see how this grammar could allow
preliminary sentences that Houben envisions, with possible Middle
Indic forms, which would require the intervention of the grammar
to bring them to acceptable status. Such utterances would have to
62

À"ÆŸ$‹ÀŸ–$⁄ºÆŸ$)Ä é™@…æºÎ | ™´é¨Ä é™@…æºÎ | ⁄é~ À"ÆË¥Æ‰ÀÅ é™@…æ ÇŸŸ“Ë⁄—!Æ¥À"ÆË¥Æ‰À
ÇŸ“Ë⁄—!Æ‹%æË¥Æ‰À Ñ⁄™ | (Bh. I.5.12-14).
63
ƒî‹´!Ÿôö"ÆË¥Æ‰ÀÅ | ƒî)æŸ°À"ÆË¥Æ‰ÀÅ | í¿)æŸ$¥À"ÆË¥Æ‰ÀÅ | äéÁé—æ À"Æ—æ #“!ËÉ¥%˘ÄÀŸÅ |
™Y¨Ÿ íÈ⁄¿´æ—æ À"Æ—æ íŸ!)íË®)íË¥Ë™⁄ƒéŸÆæËÉ¥%˘ÄÀŸÅ | Ñ{Ÿ&!ŸëæŸ$Ä ê+!⁄¥ %!⁄™ | (Bh.
I.5.20-22).
64
Ç¨!‰ÆÄ ™Ÿ!æÄ ¥˘{…æÅ è!‰º‰ –Ä!‡™ŸÆæÅ Ã˘›æ‰¿⁄&$⁄™ | ÇŸíº‰Œ‹ | ÇŸíºŸÅ À‹ØÛŸÅ ¥§Ò&™‰ | ⁄!éŸ¿‰Œ‹
™⁄“@ | ⁄!éŸ¿ŸÅ À‹ØÛŸÅ ¥§Ò&™‰ | ¥˘´ææ‰Œ‹ ™⁄“@ | ¥˘´ææŸÅ À‹ØÛŸÅ ¥§Ò&™‰ | (Ÿ™‹Œ‹ ™⁄“@ | (Ÿ™!ËÉ⁄¥ À‹ØÛŸÅ ¥§Ò&™‰ |
¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéÂŒ‹ ™⁄“@ | ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ&æ⁄¥ À‹ØÛŸ⁄$ ¥§Ò&™‰ | (Bh. I.14.15-18).
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be creations of some speakers who possibly intended to utter
something in accordance with accepted norms reflected in the
grammar but somehow slipped. Although P!"in#yas accept that
P!"ini’s grammar serves to contrast accepted and unacceptable
usages, there is no evidence of their conceiving of the A&*!dhy!y#
as a set of rules serving to touch up unacceptable ‘preliminary
statements’.
There is no evidence from P!"ini’s work or the statements of
P!"in#yas to support the major claim Houben makes. Nor does
Houben himself offer much concrete evidence to back up his
assertions. I find one repeated claim that is based on actual
statements in the A&*!dhy!y#, and this concerns Vedic rules. He
remarks (1999: 48):
It is further to be noted that if P!"ini’s grammar were to go
basically from meaning to form, there would be no good
justification for the presence of rules dealing with finished
utterances in transmitted Vedic literature. But if the starting
point is not meaning but a ‘provisional statement’ the grammar
may not only serve to fine-tune (sa0-sk,) our own statements
(mainly bh#&#, in the case of *ha possibly also chandas), but
also to check a given expression (chandas, but also bh#&#) and
contribute where necessary to its proper understanding and
codification.65

In the same vein, Houben says (2003: 161), ‘If the system is only
synthetic, why would so much attention have been paid to the
finished utterances of Vedic texts with all their grammatical
exception?’ More recently (2012: 166-167), the same author asks
At this point, Houben adds a note (2003: 48 note 31): ‘Cf.
Patañjali’s statement that the padak#ras (apparently the authors of a
padap#'ha) are to follow the grammar rather than the other way around
…’ The Mah!bh!&ya discussions to which Houben then alludes concern
the presence or absence of an avagraha and the segmentation a1 k&a1 )-v#n,
a1 k&a1 )-vantà$, found in the R$ gvedapadap!*ha, instead of a1 k&a1 -)v#n,
a1 k&a1 -)vantà$. Houben’s ‘apparently’ is therefore inappropriate.
65
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If placing “semantics” as the starting point is in conflict with the
presence of a considerable number of rules, namely the
specifically Vedic ones (and moreover with the majority of the
explicit aims mentioned in the Paspa'!hnika: rak&# “preservation
of the Veda,” *ha “ritual modification” etc.), how can it be that
this view has become so widespread among P!"ini specialists
(cf. Houben 1999: 23-26)?

It is noteworthy that Houben leaves padap!*has out of
consideration except to refer to padak!ras in passing (see note 65).
Now, P!"inian rules which provide for usages that apply only in
the domain of Vedic are fully compatible with his derivational
system. P!"inian rules which provide for Vedic usage, whether as
a general domain (chandasi) or in particular subdomains such as
mantras or verses (r! c), should be considered to operate on the basis
of theoretically posited strings, as in padap!*has. Consequently,
P!"ini can state the same sort of rules for Vedic usage as he does
for the language current in his time and area, differing from these
only by applying in specific limited domains. For example, in
Vedic there occur first person plural active forms of the type smasì
(e.g., R$ V 1.29.1b) instead of sma$ and nominative plural forms of
the type de1 v#sà$ instead of de1 v#$ (e.g., R$ V 1.19.6b). In the
R$ gvedapadap!*ha, %!kalya gives de1 v#sà$, smasì. To account for
these, P!"ini provides that in Vedic alone (chandasi), masi, with
final -i, occurs and the nominal ending jas receives the final
augment asuk if it follows a stem ending with an a-vowel.66 A
slightly more complex example of variation concerns third person
plural middle verb forms such as #sàte, du1 hra1 te1 , and du1 hre. The
first represents the norm in Sanskrit, with the !tmanepada ending
A 7.1.46 50: ÑÆ&™Ë º⁄– (ö&Æ⁄– 38), ÇŸùú–‰¿–‹éÍ | The K!'ik! on each of
these s)tras refers to what is designated by chandasi as a domain
(vi&aya): ö&Æ⁄– ⁄!Œæ‰ º–Î Ñ´ææÄ À"Æ ÑéŸ¿Ÿ&™Ë %!⁄™ | Ç!®Ÿ@&™ŸÆóÓŸÆ‹%¿—æ ú–‰¿–‹íŸíºË %!⁄™
ö&Æ⁄– ⁄!Œæ‰ |
66
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-ate. The second has the ending -ate, but with an initial r-, and the
last example lacks -t- (-e + -ae). P!"ini accounts for these
starting with a base followed by the ending jha, which replaces the
l-affix la". The -a of this ending is replaced by -e, since it derives
from an l-affix marked with '. In !tmanepada endings following a
stem that does not end in -a, jh of this ending is replaced by at.
Further, in Vedic usage (chandasi), the ending can receive the
initial augment ru" and also have its t deleted.67 Stating that such
forms occur in a particular domain, Vedic usage, is comparable to
saying that in the dialect of %!ka*!yana speakers use third plural
imperfect forms with the ending us instead of ant (( an) after
verbal bases in -# as well as dvi&:68 ayu$, advi&u$ instead of ay#n,
advi&an.
Moreover, this system has a background in the
procedures of padap!*ha authors like %!kalya, who posit structures
to account for sa,hit! texts.
Houben also brings into play the sociolinguistic situation at the
time of P!"ini and early P!"in#yas and claims that the grammar
will serve not only to eliminate imperfections such as possible
Middle Indic forms but also to ‘fine-tune’ and check Vedic
expressions. Now, Patañjali does indeed consider the coexistence
of nonstandard and accepted standard usage. He also makes the
important point that eminent standard speakers could use
nonstandard forms with impunity, so long as this was not done in a
ritual.69 In addition, K!ty!yana and Patañjali lay stress on the
question whether the knowledge or use of correct speech leads to
merit (dharma) and felicity (abhyudaya). After an extended
⁄¢™ ÇŸ´º$‰¥ÆŸ$ŸÄ ¢‰¿‰ | (A 3.4.79); A 7.1.5, 8: ÇŸ´º‰¥Æ‰œ!$™Å (ûÅ 3, Ç™Î 4), A
7.1.8: #“‹ƒÄ ö&Æ⁄– (¡¢Í 6); A 7.1.41: ƒË¥—™ ÇŸ´º$‰¥Æ‰Œ‹ (ö&Æ⁄– 38). By A 6.1.97:
Ç™Ë í‹®‰ (Ç¥ÆŸ&™Ÿ™Î 96, ¥¿¬¥ºÎ 94, äéÅ ¥›!@¥¿æËÅ 84), -e is the single replacement
for -ae (+ ate) once -t- has been dropped.
68
A 3.4.111,112: ƒñÅ ÀŸé¢Ÿæ$—æ (ÇŸ™Å 110, û‰ú@‹–Î 108), ⁄Æ˝ŒÃa |
69
See PWT: 550 (833).
67
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discussion, the conclusion is reached that both should be involved:
the use of correct speech forms preceded by a knowledge of the
grammar results in felicity.70 As Kaiya*a notes, when K!ty!yana
says "#strap*rvake prayoge, he means the use of correct speech
forms preceded by a knowledge of the grammar in the sense that
one who uses such speech forms knows them to be correct as
described in P!"ini’s 'abd!nu'!sana in terms of bases and other
constituents involved in derivation.71 That is, although a native
speaker of the accepted speech also knows vernacular speech and
could use either to express what he wishes to say, it is not
sufficient that he be able to use correct speech. This is meritorious
if one also knows that the speech in question is granted its status
by virtue of being described as it is in P!"ini’s grammar.
Patañjali also names the preservation of the Veda as the first of
the compelling reasons for studying grammar.72 To be sure, this
does involve checking Vedic expressions. Consider again forms of
the type du1 hra1 te1 , du1 hre. Someone who is a native speaker of the
accepted correct speech, where forms with -ate are the norm, could
possibly consider such forms deviant, but one who knows grammar
does not commit this error. As Kaiya*a notes, such a person knows
that P!"ini’s grammar accounts for them.73 This does not imply
that P!"ini’s grammar must be a system that begins with
preliminary utterances which can be checked for correctness. It
means simply that a grammarian conversant with P!"ini’s
derivational system knows that this accounts for such Vedic forms
See PWT: 547-548 (831).
... À"Ÿ$ŸÄ ¥˘é‚´æŸ⁄Æ⁄!%Ÿí*Ÿ$¥›!@éÅ ¥˘æËí Ñ´æ¨@Å | (Pr. I.40).
72
See PWT: 544-545 (828).
73
ƒËéÂ ƒË¥ŸYB‡{Ä !‰Æ‰ B‡{Í!Ÿ %˘Ÿ'æ‰Æ!ÊæŸé¿®Å | !ÊæŸé¿®—™‹ $ %˘º⁄™ !‰ÆŸ¨@Ä òŸ±æ!—æ⁄™ | (Pr.
I.8). Kaiya*a illustrates with aduhra, the imperfect corresponding to
duhre, and cites the pertinent rules. In his Mah#bh#&yad+pik#, Bhartr$ hari
illustrates with several examples; it is not necessary to discuss these here.
70
71
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in a particular manner. In the same vein, the fact that Patañjali also
invokes the modification (*ha) of mantras in particular contexts
does not require that P!"ini’s system conform to what Houben
claims. For example, if a mantra contains the dative form a1 gnayè
in one context and another context calls for a corresponding form
of the stem s*2 rya-, any native speaker knows that the form in
question is s*ry#3 ya.74 One who also knows P!"ini’s grammar is
capable of modifying a mantra with a knowledge of how the
grammar accounts for the forms. Both forms involve nominal
stems followed by the ending !e. After a stem in -a, this ending is
replaced by ya, which then conditions the substitution of a long
vowel -# in the stem,75 but an ending marked with - conditions
replacement by a gu"a vowel for the final -i of a stem that belongs
to the ghi class:76 s*rya-e ( s*rya-ya ( s*ry#ya, agni-e ( agne-e
( agnaye.77
Let me finally revert to the central issue of P!"inian derivations
beginning with meaning conditions. Concerning modern scholars
who accept this basic point, although they differ in other respects,
Houben remarks (1999: 31)
However, if the models are taken seriously, it can hardly be
imagined that anyone was ever able to make effective use of
P!"ini’s grammar: How can a potential speaker start with mere
meanings or with semantic elements, or with an abstract
semantic level, and next ask his grammar to provide him with the
proper utterance to express it?

Kaiya*a (Pr. I.9) cites the two forms and Vedic texts in which they
are used. Bhart-hari goes into much more detail concerning )ha. Again,
it is not necessary to consider all the details in the present discussion.
75
A 7.1.13: •‰æ@Å (Ç™Å 9, ÇóÓ—æ 6.4.1); 7.3.102: –‹⁄¥ ò (Ç™Ë Æ)îË@ æ⁄† 101).
76
A 7.3.111: î‰⁄•@⁄™ (í‹®Å 108).
77
A 6.1.78: äòËÉæ!ŸæŸ!Å (Ç⁄ò 77).
74
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This betrays, I think, a misunderstanding of what P!"ini’s work is
meant to be. As P!"in#yas from earliest times recognize, this work
is an anu'!sanam, a means of explaining, through derivation,
correct speech units as they occur in utterances of model speakers
("i&'a). P!"in#yas do not conceive of the A&*!dhy!y# as something
that should provide a speaker ‘with the proper utterance to express’
what he wishes to convey. It is viewed as a means of accounting
for what speakers utter when they communicate with each other.
To be sure, Bhartr$ hari remarks that a speaker selects (up#datte) an
appropriate (yogya%) speech unit ("abdam) with respect to
meanings to be conveyed (abhidheye&u) that have been brought to
mind (-pr#pitasannidh#ne&u ‘made to be present’) by his wish to
express (vivak&#-), just as one applies the appropriate organ of
perception with respect to objects when one wishes to perceive
something; and he speaks of this vivak&! as dependent on
appropriate speech units (yogya"abdanibandhanay#),78 that is, on
speech units which have the capacity to express the meanings one
wishes to convey. But the same author has no illusions of P!"ini’s
or anyone else’s grammar being a true model of what is in a
speakers mind or instructing speakers on how they may produce
utterances. On the contrary, he explicitly denies this. For
example, he says that affix meanings (pratyay#rth#$) which are
stated (nirdi&'#$) as a condition (nibandhanam) for the
introduction of affixes in a given grammatical tradition
(anv#khy#nasm,tau ‘an explanatory smr$ ti’) are said to be
(ud#hr! t#$), in another grammatical tradition (smr! tyantare),

78

æËìæÄ ⁄“ À"ÆÄ ¥˘æË#Ÿ ⁄!!’Ÿ¥˘Ÿ⁄¥™–⁄$Ù(Ÿ$‰œ!⁄%(‰æ‰Œ‹ ¥˘´æ¨@º‹¥ŸÆ%‰ | ™Y¨Ë¥⁄ƒµ–ºŸ$Å ¥˘⁄™⁄!ŒæÄ
æËìæº‰!‰⁄&Æ˙æº‹¥ƒ"(È ¥˘⁄®(%‰ | (VPVr$ . 1.13 [44.4-5]); cf. À"Æ ä!Ë¥Æ‰{Ÿ | ™´–Ÿº,æ@º‰!Ÿ$‹íôö&™Ë !#Ÿ¿Ë æËìæÀ"Æ⁄$#&($æÊ! ⁄!!’æŸ ¥˘!™@&™‰ | (VPVr$ . 1.129 [209.1-2]).
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meanings attributed to bases (prakr! tyarth#$).79
In his autocommentary on the k!rik! in question, Bhartr$ hari remarks that the
division of meanings that is adopted by different grammarians
(pauru&eya$ pravibh#ga$ ‘division made by men’) depends solely
on what these grammarians wish to accept: in the grammars of
some grammarians, all affixes are explained as redundant, serving
to cosignify meanings attributed to their bases.80
Neither
Bhartr$ hari nor his predecessor or successor P!"in#yas conceives of
the grammar as somehow directly playing a role in a speaker’s
producing an utterance, serving ‘to provide’ a ‘potential speaker’
‘with the proper utterance’ to express meanings.
P!"in#yas
consider P!"ini’s 'abd!nu'!sana a description, a means of
accounting for how a community of speakers expresses itself,
intended for an audience of native speakers of the language
described.
In sum, Houben has not presented cogent evidence supporting
his claims. What he adduces in support of these claims is equally
well explained by understanding P!"ini’s system in the way that
P!"in#yas have understood it from the times of earliest
commentators onwards. It is proper to reject his attempt to
demonstrate that P!"ini’s system does not operate in the manner
Ç&!ŸëæŸ$—º‡™È æ‰ ò ¥˘´ææŸ¨Ÿ@ ⁄$#&($ºÎ | ⁄$⁄Æ@{Ÿ—™‰ ¥˘é‚´æ¨Ÿ@Å —º‡´æ&™¿ ÜÆŸH™ŸÅ || (VP
2.231).
80
—!‰ôöŸ⁄$#&($ ä!ŸæÄ ¥È¡Œ‰æÅ ¥˘⁄!%ŸíËÉ¨Ÿ@$ŸÄ #“‹(ŸÃ˘)æ™‰ | ™¨Ÿ ⁄“ éÂŒŸ⁄†a⁄´—º™@·®ŸÄ —º‡⁄™ÀŸ—&‰Œ‹
–!@ ä! ¥˘´ææŸÅ —!Ÿ⁄¨@éŸÅ ¥˘é‚´æ¨Ÿ@$‹!Ÿ⁄Æ$ Ñ´æ&!ŸëæŸæ&™‰ | (VPVr$ . 2.231 [248]). Different
views are in fact considered in the Mah!bh!&ya and subsequent works
concerning meanings to be attributed to bases such as a"va (‘horse’).
Some scholars attribute five meanings to the base: the generic property
(j#ti) of being a horse, individual (vyakti) horses, gender (li-ga), number
(sa-khy#) and the possible role a referent plays in accomplishing an
action (k#raka); others say the first three are base meanings, the last two
affix meanings. It is not necessary to discuss the issues here. See
Deshpande 1992.
79
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accepted by P!"in#yas and most modern scholars. It is appropriate
to accept instead that P!"ini’s is a derivational system which starts
with meanings to be expressed by utterances that are accounted for
by combining bases and affixes under stated conditions.81
5 Interpreting P!"inian s)tras
5.1 Introduction
The A&*!dhy!y# is composed in Sanskrit to account for utterances
in this language by native speakers of P!"ini’s time as well as for
archaic usage in Vedic texts. Accordingly, P!"ini can expect that
students of his grammar, who are themselves native speakers,
knew conventions of usage common to him and all other native
speakers of the language he describes. For example, when he says
—!¿Ÿ⁄Æ⁄$¥Ÿ™º…ææºÎ (A 1.1.37),82 he can assume of his audience that they
will understand a verb form asti or bhavati.83 In addition, he can
assume his audience to understand an utterance like A 1.1.37 in the
same manner one understands
(13) aya% gau$ (asti) ‘This (is) a bull’
in response to the question
(14) ko’yam ‘What is this?’
Someone who sees a bull for the first time and asks (14) receives
(13) as an answer informing him that the animal present is one
called by the word go (nom. sg. gau$). Similarly, A 1.1.37 states
that items of the set beginning with svar (‘heaven’) and those
called nip#ta are named avyaya.
5.2 Contexts requiring metarules84
Scharf 2011 also argues against Houben’s thesis.
See PWT 5 (11), 27 (54).
83
K!ty!yana formulates this convention in v!rttika 11 on Ç$⁄%⁄“™‰ (A
2.3.1). See PWT 6-7 (13).
84
On the issues considered in this section see also Cardona 1974b.
81
82
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In his first three v!rttikas on Œ}) —¨Ÿ$‰æËíŸ (A 1.1.49), K!ty!yana
considers the purpose of this s)tra and under what conditions the
rule comes into play. First, he remarks that the s)tra is stated in
order to establish a restriction (niyam#rtham).85 That is, this
metarule establishes that of all the possible relations which can
condition the use of a sixth-triplet ending, only the relation ‘in
place of’ is to be understood in grammatical statements. The
second v!rttika86 notes that this allows for an overly broad
application (atiprasa-ga$) in that the restriction thus established
would apply also where a sixth-triplet ending should be understood
to designate other relations, such as part-whole. Lastly, K!ty!yana
notes87 that the restriction does not obtain (apr#pti$) for relations
such as part-whole, because the relation (yogasya) in question is
not doubted (asandigdhatv#t).
As Patañjali explains, 88 a
restriction is formulated for instances where there is doubt, and in
the case of terms with sixth-triplet endings signifying relations
such as part-whole, there is no doubt. Further, one does not have
to say this explicitly, since it is known from common usage. For
example, a person A going to another village may inquire of a
person B, saying, ‘I’m going to another village. Please tell me the
way.’ B then says to A, ‘At that spot, you should take the righthand path, at that spot the left one.’ The direct diagonal path is not
explained, because there is no doubt about it. Similarly, in the
Œ}ÒŸÅ —¨Ÿ$‰æËí!ò$Ä ⁄$æºŸ¨@ºÎ | (1.1.49 vt. 1).
Ç!æ!Œ}ÒŸ⁄Æœ!⁄™¥˘–óÓÅ ÀŸ–Ë íË“ Ñ⁄™ | (1.1.49 vt. 2). I deal here only with the
first rule alluded to, A 6.4.34 (see §5.2.1).
87
Ç!æ!Œ}ÒŸÆ)$ŸÄ òŸ¥˘Ÿ⁄PæË@í—æŸ–⁄&Æì(´!Ÿ™Î | (1.1.49 vt. 3).
88
Ç!æ!Œ}ÒŸÆ)$ŸÄ ò ⁄$æº—æŸ¥˘Ÿ⁄PÅ | ⁄éóÏŸ¿®ºÎ | æËí—æŸ–⁄&Æì(´!Ÿ™Î | –&Æ‰“‰ ⁄$æºË $
òŸ!æ!Œ}ÒŸ⁄ÆŒ‹ –&Æ‰“Å | ⁄éÄ !#…æº‰™™Î | $ ⁄“ | é¨º$‹ôæºŸ$Ä íÄ—æ™‰ | ƒÈ⁄éËÉæÄ B‡{Ÿ&™Å | ™Y¨Ÿ | ƒËéÂ
é⁄†aò⁄Ãa´¥‡ôö⁄™ írŸºŸ&™¿Ä í⁄ºœæŸ⁄º ¥&¨Ÿ$Ä º‰ %!Ÿ$‹¥⁄ÆÀ⁄´!⁄™ | – ™—ºŸ ÇŸò{‰ Çº‹⁄œº$Ù!éŸÀ‰
“—™Æ⁄’®Ë ír“)™…æËÉº‹⁄œ⁄º$Ù!éŸÀ‰ “—™!Ÿº Ñ⁄™ | æ—™& ⁄™æ@è¥¨Ë %!⁄™ $ ™⁄—º&–&Æ‰“ Ñ⁄™ é‚´!Ÿ
$Ÿ–Ÿ!‹¥⁄ÆÕæ™‰ | ä!⁄º“Ÿ⁄¥ –&Æ‰“‰ ⁄$æºË $ òŸ!æ!Ÿ⁄ÆŒ}ÒŸ⁄ÆŒ‹ –&Æ‰“Å | (Bh. I.118.19-25).
85
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grammar, the restriction applies in case of doubt, and there is no
doubt where a relation such as part-whole is understood.
In brief, A 1.1.49 is invoked only where the context of a s)tra
does not suffice to show that a particular relation is concerned.
5.2.1 Œ}) —¨Ÿ$‰æËíŸ (A 1.1.49)
Recall (see §2.2.2) that Patañjali says (5) r#jña$ puru&asya is in
effect an incomplete string which creates an expectancy for
something else. If, for example, one supplies bh#ry# (‘wife’), the
result is
(15) r#jña$ puru&asya bh#ry#
saying that a woman is the wife of the servant of the king. Here,
the genitive puru&asya does not create any expectancy for
something related to the man. Each of the genitives r#jña$ and
puru&asya is now bound to another term.
A parallel to (5) and (15) in the A&*!dhy!y# is A 6.4.34: ÀŸ–
ÑÆñÍ“ƒËÅ (Ü¥(ŸæŸÅ ⁄èg⁄™ 24).89 The genitive "#sa$ (‘of "#s’) is linked to
a-halo$ (‘before a! or a consonant’), but another genitive,
upadh#y#$ is unbound, and the relation signified by the sixthtriplet ending (A 2.3.50, see §2.2.2) in this form thus remains
unspecified. The metarule A 1.1.49 therefore comes into play: a
genitive not susceptible of a single interpretation in a given s)tra is
understood to denote one relation: ‘in place of’ (sth#ne).
Accordingly, sth#ne is understood and linked with upadh#y#$ in A
6.4.34, which thus provides that i (it) occurs in place of the
penultimate sound (upadh#y#$) of "#s (‘command, instruct’)
before the suffix a! or the initial consonant of a suffix marked with
k or -; e.g., a"i&at (3sg. aor.), "i&'a- (pptcple.).90 A 1.1.49 does not
serve to interpret the "#sa$, however, because this is already linked
to upadh#y#$, so that the relation involved — that of apart and a
See Cardona 1974b: 308-310.
See PWT 298 (447).
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whole (avayav#vayavibh#vasambandha$) — is contextually
known.
In a similar vein, consider A 7.1.85-88:91 ¥⁄¨º,æ‡%‹’ŸºŸ™Î (–È 82,
ÇóÓ—æ 6.4.1), Ñ™ËÉ´–!@$Ÿº—¨Ÿ$‰ | ¨ËÉ&¨Å | %—æ ¢‰ƒË@¥Å, which state operations
for the stems pathin- (‘path, way’), mathin- (‘churning utensil’),
and r! bhuk&in- (R$ bhuk&in). Before endings of the set called sarvan#masth#na (su, au, jas, am, au"), -a- substitutes for -i- of these
stems, and -th- is replaced by -nth-; before the first-triplet ending
su in particular, the final sound -n of these stems is replaced by #;
before vowel-initial endings, however, that part of the stem that
begins with its last vowel — that is, -in- — is replaced by zero;
e.g., panth#$ (nom. sg. + pathin-su), panth#nau (nom-acc. du. +
pathin-au/au"), path# (instr. sg. + pathin-"#). The genitive plural
pathimathyr! bhuk&#m in A 7.1.85 cannot be unambiguously
interpreted, so that A 1.1.49 serves to interpret this as signifying
the relation ‘in place of’. The same genitive is understood to recur
in A 7.1.86-87, which also contains the genitive forms ita$ and
tha$. Here, pathimathyr! bhuk&#m is immediately linked to ita$ and
tha$, so that contextually one understands the first genitive to refer
to the stems of which the vowel i and the consonant th are parts.
Accordingly, here A 1.1.49 serves to interpret ita$ and tha$, not
pathimathyr! bhuk&#m. Similarly, in A 7.1.88 this genitive as well
as bhasya are understood to be linked directly with 'e$: they refer
to the stems in question when they occur before vowel-initial
endings, so that they bear the label bha. On the other hand, 'e$ is not
bound. Hence, A 1.1.49 comes into play: that part of the stem which is
called 'i is deleted.

The part-whole relation holds also between an item and a
segment that is added to it as an augment. For example, A
6.4.71-72: ƒ‹ñÎƒñÍƒ‡ñÍ÷!•‹-ÆŸ%Å (ÇóÓ—æ 1), ÇŸ•úŸÆ)$ŸºÎ introduce a" and #" to
See PWT 312 (472).
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stems which occur before verb endings that derived from the laffixes lu!, la!, and lr% !; #" for vowel-initial stems, a" for others.92
Now, a" and #" bear the marker ', and the s)tra ÇŸY&™È ¢⁄é™È (A
1.1.46) provides that entities marked with ' and k respectively are
the initial (#di) and final (anta) parts of the items to which they are
introduced.
Accordingly, the genitive ending of a-g#n#m
understood in A 6.4.71-7293 is interpreted contextually as
signifying the part-whole relation, so that A 1.1.49 does not come
into play.
There are also s)tras with genitive forms naming various
grammarians whose observations P!"ini mentions. For example,
A 8.3.18, 19, 22: …æËƒ@î‹¥˘æ´$™¿Å ÀŸé¢Ÿæ$—æ | ƒË¥Å ÀŸé+æ—æ | “⁄ƒ –!‰@ŒŸºÎ (Ç⁄À
17) concern different ways in which pada-final -v and -y preceded
by an a-vowel as well as bho, bhago, and agho are treated before
voiced segments: according to %!ka*!yana, they are produced with
very slight effort, as light glides; according to %!kalya, they are
deleted; but all agree that they are deleted before a consonant.94
Clearly, "#ka'#yanasya, "#kalyasya, and sarve&#m, used with
reference to persons, do not refer to entities subject to replacement.
They refer to scholars who have described different substitutions
for -v and -y, so that the relation in question is that of one by whom
something has been stated and the one who has stated this

E.g. ak#r&+t (3sg. aor. + kr! -lu!), akarot (3sg. impfct + kr! -la!),
akari&yat (3sg. cond. + kr! -lr% !); aik&i&'a (3sg. aor. + +k&-lu!), aik&ata
(3sg. impfct. + +k&-la!), aik&i&yata (3sg. cond. + +k&-lr% !) from the bases
kr! (‘do, make’) and +k& (‘look’).
93
The singular a-gasya of the major heading is contextually modified
to the plural a-g#n#m as required by the plural lu-la-lr! -k&u, and this is
coreferential with aj#d+n#m.
94
See PWT 356-358 (557-558).
92
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(proktaprav#cakabh#vsambandha).95 Here again, A 1.1.49 does
not enter into play.
Consider now the s)tra –¬¥Ÿ®Ÿº‰éÀ‰Œ äé⁄!%#È (A 1.2.64). This rule
provides for one (eka-) of a group of homophonous terms
(sar*p#)#m) to remain (-"e&a$ ‘which is left over’) when a single
ending is used.96 Here again, there is a bound genitive: sar*p#)#m
is linked with eka-, which is coreferential with -"e&a in the
compound eka"e&a$. The relation in question can be considered
that of part and whole: one of a group remains. In addition,
however, the construction can be of the type vadat#% vara$ ‘best
of speakers’, where a sixth-triplet ending follows a nominal
denoting a group from which (yata$) a member (or members) is
singled out (nirdh#ra)am).97 Accordingly, A 1.1.49 is not required
for interpreting A 1.2.64, so that it is not brought into play here.
The rule does not provide for substitution by a single unit.98
5.2.2 ™⁄—º⁄$Ù⁄™ ⁄$⁄Æ@{‰ ¥›!@—æ | ™—ºŸ⁄Æ´æ‹%¿—æ (A 1.1.66-67)
These s)tras apply to interpret locative and ablative forms in
contexts where a native speaker could not otherwise interpret such

Accordingly, some commentators supply matena (‘according to the
opinion of …’), e.g., K!'. 8.3.18: !éŸ¿æéŸ¿æË%Ë@%íËÇíîËÇ!®@¥›!@æË¿Å ¥ÆŸ&™æËƒ@î‹¥˘æ´$™¿ ÇŸÆ‰ÀË %!´æ⁄À ¥¿™Å ÀŸé¢Ÿæ$—æŸòŸæ@—æ º™‰$ |
96
See PWT 11-12 (13), 260-261 (374).
97
A 2.3.41: æ™Ãa ⁄$(Ÿ@¿®ºÎ (–Pº) 36, Œ}) ò 38). Cf., e.g., N 1.2.64 (I.372374): –¬¥Ÿ®ŸÄ À"ÆŸ$Ÿ⁄º⁄™ | ⁄$(Ÿ@¿®‰ Œ}) | ™‰$ —!¬¥Ÿ®ŸÄ º±æ‰ –ºŸ$úŸ™)æË æÅ –¬¥Å – äé
ä! ⁄Àœæ™‰ $ ⁄!¬¥Å | –ºŸ$úŸ™)æ—æÊ! ⁄“ ⁄$(Ÿ@¿®Ä %!⁄™ $ ⁄!úŸ™)æ—æ | Ç¨!Ÿ –º‹ÆŸæƒ’®ÊŒŸ Œ}) |
–¬¥–º‹ÆŸæŸ&™Å¥Ÿ™) ò –¬¥ ä! %!⁄™ $ ⁄!¬¥Å | ™‰$ –¬¥ ä! ⁄Àœæ™‰ |
98
Pontillo attempts to show that the rule does provide for substitution,
but does not consider the syntax of the genitive sar*p#)#m.
95
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terms unambiguously.99 The rules apply, as does A 1.1.49,100 to
restrict (niyam#rtham) what one is to understand.101 or example,
(16) gr#me devadatta$ ‘Devadatta is in the vicinity of the
village’
has the locative gr#me referring to a place near where Devadatta is
situated. One does not know from this sentence whether this man
is at a place before or after the village. Similarly, if one says
(17)gr#m#d devadatta$
the ablative gr#m#t could ambiguously be connected with different
direction words:102 p*rva$ (‘before, east of’), para$ (‘beyond’).
Supplying terms such as p*rva$ in such instances eliminates the
ambiguity. Similarly, in rules such as A 6.1.77, 8.1.28 (see below),
where locative and ablative forms occur which a native speaker
cannot unambiguously interpret in context, A 1.1.66-67 enter into
play.103
Patañjali remarks that a substrate, to which the k!raka class
name adhikara)a is assigned, is of three kinds:104 an enveloping
(vy#paka) locus, such as sesame seeds in which (tile&u [loc. pl.])
oil (tailam) occurs; a locus of contiguity (aupa"le&ika); and a locus
of domain (vai&ayika), which involves neither enveloping nor
contiguity, for example, the ultimate happiness referred to as
See Cardona 1974b: 312-326, PWT 53 (90).
See §5.2 with notes 85-88.
101
™⁄—ºÄ—™—ºŸ⁄Æ⁄™ ¥›!Ë@%¿æËæË@íæË¿⁄!À‰ŒŸ⁄$ÙæºŸ¨@Ä !ò$ºÎ Æ±æ‹ÆéºÎ ¥ò´æËÆ$ºÎ | (1.1.66-67
vt. 2).
102
It is assumed that (17) does not refer to the village as a k!raka and
is instead to be construed with a direction word to be supplied; A 2.3.29:
Ç&æŸ¿Ÿ⁄Æ™¿™‰@⁄ÆèÀ"ÆŸ†a-%¿¥ÆŸúŸ⁄“⁄æ‹#Â (¥†aº) 28) accounts for fifth-triplet endings
after nominals linked with direction words; see PWT 165 (250).
103
™⁄—ºÄ—™—ºŸ⁄Æ⁄™ ¥›!Ë@%¿æËæË@íæË¿⁄!À‰ŒŸ⁄$ÙæºŸ¨Ë@ÉæºŸ¿'%Å | írŸº‰ Æ‰!Æ%Å ¥›!@Å ¥¿ Ñ⁄™ –&Æ‰“Å |
írŸºŸ¶‰!Æ%Å ¥›!@Å ¥¿ Ñ⁄™ –&Æ‰“Å | ä!⁄º“Ÿ⁄¥ ÑéË æ®⁄ò Æ±æ‹Æé~ ¥ò´æËÆ$ºÎ | Ü%Ÿ⁄!éŸ!‹%Ÿ!òÈ | Ç⁄ò
¥›!@—æŸ⁄ò ¥¿—æ‰⁄™ –&Æ‰“Å | ⁄™ñ⁄™ñ Ñ´æ⁄™ñÅ ¥›!@—æŸ⁄™ñÅ ¥¿—æ‰⁄™ –&Æ‰“Å | Ñœæ™‰ òŸ&Ÿ⁄ò ¥›!@—æ
—æŸÆ⁄™ñÅ ¥¿—æ‰⁄™ | ™cŸ&™¿‰® æ´$Ä $ ⁄–±æ™™)⁄™ ⁄$æºŸ¨@Ä !ò$ºÎ | (Bh. I.172.21-26).
104
Ç⁄(é¿®Ä $Ÿº ⁄&¥˘éŸ¿ºÎ …æŸ¥éºÈ¥Õƒ‰⁄Œé~ !ÊŒ⁄æé⁄º⁄™ | (Bh. III.51.8-9).
99
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svarga (loc. sg. svarge) as the domain of one’s wish (icch#). He
also notes that a speech unit cannot have any relation with another
speech unit which is a locus except contiguity.105
For example, the -i of dadhi- (‘yogurt’) and -u of madhu
(‘honey’) are replaced respectively by -y and -v before a vowel
such as the a- of atra (‘here’): dadhy atra, madhv atra. The rule
which states this substitution, A 6.1.77 (ÑéË æ®⁄ò), consists of three
singular terms: a genitive ika$, a nominative ya), and a locative
aci. The first two terms are linked through the intervention of A
1.1.49 (§§5.2.-5.2.1): semivowels y v r l, denoted by ya$, occur in
place of vowels i u r! l! , denoted by ik. The locative aci, however,
cannot be interpreted unambiguously in the s)tra as it stands. To
be sure, since aci is a locative and ac denotes vowels, so that the
rule concerns the replacement of vowels by semivowels, one
understands a relation of contiguity. Nevertheless, the vowels to
be replaced could be understood to occur before or after other
vowels. A 1.1.66 comes into play to specify that aci refers to
vowels that serve as contexts for an operation on what precedes
(p*rvasya).
Analogously, A 1.1.67 serves to interpret ablative forms such
as ati-a$ in A 8.1.28: ⁄™ñ⁄™ñÅ (Ç$‹ÆŸ%Ä –!@º¥ŸÆŸÆÈ 18). The s)tra
provides that a pada which terminates with a verb ending has all
low-pitched vowels if it follows a pada with an ending other than a
verb ending (ati-a$).106
That A 1.1.66-67 establish restrictions such that locative and
ablative forms are subject to specified interpretations does not
mean that they apply everywhere that a s)tra contains such a form.
À"Æ—æ ò À"Æ‰$ éËÉ&æÉ⁄%–'#&(Ë %⁄!™‹º“@´æ&æÆ™ Ü¥Õƒ‰ŒŸ™Î | (Bh. III.51.9-10).
This is said by way of rejecting the need for A 6.1.72 (–Ä⁄“™ŸæŸºÎ), an issue
that does not concern the present discussion.
106
See PWT 393 (615).
105
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P!"ini describes not only the accepted usage of his time and
area but also properties of speech in Vedic usage, referred to in
general by the locative chandasi. As the K!'ik! notes,107 this refers
to a domain (vi&aya) of usage: the locative refers to a locus
(adhikara)a) of a particular kind, such that A 1.1.66 does not enter
into play.
The following three s)tras contain the locatives yu&madi,
asmadi, and "e&e: æ‹œºY‹¥¥Æ‰ –ºŸ$Ÿ⁄(é¿®‰ —¨Ÿ⁄$&æ⁄¥ º±æºÅ | Ç—ºY‹%ºÅ | À‰Œ‰ ¥˘¨ºÅ
(A 1.4.105, 107, 108). These rules provide for the distribution of
sets of verb endings which replace l-affixes and to which are
assigned the class names madhyama, uttama, and prathama.108
Endings of the madhyama and uttama sets, respectively, are
selected if the l-affix which has been replaced is coreferential
respectively with a potentially used second and first person
pronoun yu&mad and asmad. Endings of the prathama group are
selected if neither of these conditions is met ("e&e ‘remainder’).
The term upapade (‘co-occuring term’), stated in A 1.4.105 and
understood in the next two rules mentioned, states a co-occurrence
condition. Accordingly, the locatives upapade, sam#n#dhikara)e,
and sth#nini are not to be interpreted by A 1.1.66. On the contrary,
these are locative absolutes, accounted for by A 2.3.37.109
The same use of locative forms applies for rules in which
meaning conditions are stated for operations; see §2.3.
The contexts in which ablative forms are to be interpreted by A
1.1.67 are comparably circumscribed. Consider, for example, A
3.1.97: ÇòË æ™Î ((Ÿ™ËÅ 91, ¥˘´ææÅ 1, ¥¿Ãa 2) and A 4.1.4: ÇúŸY™{Ÿ¥Î (ñÒŸµ¥˘Ÿ⁄™¥⁄ÆéŸ™Î 1, ⁄—&æŸºÎ 3, ¥˘´ææÅ 3.1.1, ¥¿Ãa 3.1.2). Both come under the major
heading A 3.1.1, whereby an item introduced by a subsequent rule
See§4 with note 66.

107

See PWT 150-151 (234).
See §2.3 with note 48.

108
109
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is called pratyaya, and is said to occur following (para$) items to
be specified. A 3.1.97 is stated under the subheading A 3.1.91, so
that the affix in question is introduced after an item which bears
the class label dh#tu: the s)tra introduces yat following a verbal
base (dh#to$) that ends in a vowel (aca$).110 A 4.1.4 comes under
the subheading A 4.1.1: it provides for the suffix "#p in derivates of
the set beginning with aj# (‘goat’) as well as after nominal bases
that end with short a (at).111 The ablative forms in these s)tras are
thus unambiguously construed with the direction word para$ and
there is no question of A 1.1.67 playing a role in their
interpretation.
6 Summary
P!"in#yas not only recognize the interaction between a speaker
(prayoktr! ) and a listener ("rotr! ) in communication (§1) but also
emphasize that P!"ini’s derivational system operates from a
speaker’s perspective (§2). There is, moreover, incontrovertible
evidence that P!"ini himself adopts this position: a derivation
accounting for speech units in an utterance starts from meanings to
be expressed, and these meanings serve — as does also the cooccurrence of other items — as conditions (nimitta) for the
introduction of affixes to bases (§3). A claim to the contrary has
not been justified (§4). In addition, P!"ini takes a listener’s
perspective in connection with the interpretation of s)tras in the
A&*!dhy!y# (§5). Those who are expected to understand these
statements are native speakers of the language described, of whom
P!"ini can and does expect a knowledge of conventions and
syntactic constructions known to any native speaker.
In
accordance with this, he formulates particular metarules to allow
See PWT 76 (122).
111
See §2.1.3 with note 51.
110
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interpreting rules where — for reasons of economy and
generalization — he leaves out certain terms necessary for the
unambiguous interpretation of given genitive, locative, and
ablative forms.
The A&*!dhy!y# is thus not simply a set of rules which are to
apply mechanically in deriving utterances. The s)tras of P!"ini’s
grammar account through derivation for utterances which native
speakers of the language described use, and these s)tras require for
their interpretation and application the active intervention of a
native speaker of this langugage.
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